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Abstract 
This work examines automatic and semi-automatic methods for the extraction, 
classification and quantification of historical grammar and lexis correspondences from a 
parallel diachronic corpus. Two digitized versions of the Polish Gospel of Matthew taken 
from the Gdansk Bible, originally printed in 1606, and Warsaw Bible, first published in 
1975, are used as the database for this case study. Parallel distributions and 
cooccurrences of morphological, lexical and grammatical elements in an annotated 
electronic corpus created from these materials are presented and analyzed in light of 
traditional accounts of Polish historical grammar. 
 
 
Diese Arbeit untersucht automatische und halbautomatische Methoden der Extrahierung, 
Klassifizierung und Quantifizierung von historischen Grammatik- und 
Lexikkorrespondenzen. Zwei digitalisierte Versionen des Matthäusevangeliums auf 
Polnisch, zum einen aus der Danziger Bibel (zum ersten Mal 1606 gedruckt) und zum 
anderen aus der Warschauer Bibel (erschienen 1975), bilden die Grunddaten für diese 
Fallstudie. Parallele Distributionen und Kookkurrenzen von morphologischen, 
lexikalischen sowie grammatischen Elementen in einem aus diesen Daten aufbereiteten 
annotierten Korpus werden vorgestellt und im Hinblick auf traditionelle, historische 
Grammatiken der polnischen Sprache analysiert. 
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1 Introduction 
Historical linguistics, which is primarily founded on the analysis of documents from 
older languages, is arguably the linguistic discipline bearing the greatest affinity to 
corpora – older language stages are only observable in and through them. In this vein, 
Matti Rissanen (to appear) opens a forthcoming article on historical linguistics and 
corpus linguistics with the following words:  
 
“The introduction of corpora has had a revolutionary effect on language studies 
in the last few decades. This is particularly true of historical linguistics, which 
has to rely on written sources only; introspection and native-speaker competence 
cannot be relied on in the study of the language of previous centuries and 
millennia”.  
 
However this seemingly self-evident truth appears not yet to have reached its full 
expression in the computer era. Towering works of traditional historical grammar, all 
deeply founded in corpus evidence in the form of a philologer’s deep knowledge of 
manuscripts and texts, are still the rule in historical linguistics, and electronic corpus-
based studies still the exception. The main question motivating the present work is “can 
historical grammar be derived directly from an electronic corpus?” In this I understand 
historical grammar to mean a systematic description of the relationship between two 
diachronically disparate synchronic language stages, which contains a mapping between 
them, similar to that found in traditional volumes of historical grammar. This mapping 
could account for very diverse diachronic changes, e.g. in a language’s inflectional 
morphology, word formation, grammatical categories, syntactic constructions and more. I 
will also be interested in the historical development of lexis, which is sometimes not, or 
often only partly, included in historical grammars, and especially in its intersection with 
word formation.  
The focus of this work is on a digital corpus-based approach, which means that I 
will be concerned with automatic and semi-automatic data driven methods for 
investigating digitized historical and modern texts and the relationship between them, 
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which can be evaluated against what we already know from traditional historical 
grammars. Which results of these grammars can be replicated and which not? Can we 
find facts that are overlooked in such accounts, and if so, what kind of facts and why? I 
will examine these questions on the case of Middle and Modern Polish, through an 
attempt to extract historical developments from a parallel diachronic corpus, an object 
whose advantages and limitations will be discussed in depth further on. The data for this 
corpus will be extracted from a small part of the Polish New Testament, namely two 
translations of the Gospel of Matthew, originally dating from 1606 and 1975.  
The remainder of this introduction will be devoted to methodological issues in the 
use of corpora in general, and parallel and biblical corpora in particular. Chapter 2 will 
describe the corpus explored in this work and its preparation in detail. The following 
chapters then explore different areas of historical grammar: the distributions of nominal 
inflections in chapter 3; verb formation and lexical change in chapter 4; and syntactic and 
grammatical change in chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the present work and offers some 
directions for future study. 
1.1 Historical Linguistics and Corpus Linguistics 
Corpus linguistics, like most of modern linguistics, in fact has its roots in historical 
linguistics: some of the earliest linguistic endeavors were rooted in attempts to 
understand the relationship between older, usually holy texts and contemporary language 
(especially with the aim of describing and prescribing an idealized archaic liturgical 
language, e.g. P!n"ini’s Sanskrit grammar). In a sense, electronic corpus-based linguistics 
only takes the descriptive study of such ‘corpus-languages’ to the next level, by offering 
an unbiased (insofar as any empiric science can be unbiased), data-driven tool 
complementing human observation and intuition. In an ideal case, we might want to use 
corpora not only to test our existing models of a language, but even to use the data to 
suggest new directions for research. Conversely, as already mentioned, research in 
historical linguistics is also limited to written corpus data: we simply have no sources 
except for texts. This means that the main, and nontrivial methodological presupposition 
of corpus linguistics is already made: that conclusions can be drawn from sample data 
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that apply to the state of affairs in the abstract language system. But what constitutes a 
sample, and what exactly is the abstract language being sampled from?  
According to Biber (1993: 243), although sample size (i.e. corpus size) is often 
considered the most important factor in corpus design, representativeness is the more 
important criterion for the evaluation of corpora. Representativeness is understood to 
refer to the “extent to which a sample includes the full range of variability in a 
population” (ibid.). The situation in historical corpora is often severely at odds with this 
ideal: our documentation is a fragmentary, selective and in essence accidentally preserved 
cross-section of a language stage which is not representative of an entire language. In 
some cases only translated texts survive and they are often religiously motivated (see 
section 1.3 on both these issues). Just as the language of the Bible today is not 
representative of ‘general language’ 1 , it is reasonable to assume that it was not 
representative of the vernacular in earlier times; however, we often have only limited or 
even no means to prove this, and even if heterogeneous texts survive, they hardly ever 
preserve anything likely to resemble a balanced sample containing e.g. colloquial 
language. 
Nonetheless, as Labov (1994: 11) puts it: “Historical Linguistics can […] be 
thought of as the art of making the best use of bad data”. Since we cannot alter the 
selection of texts that we have, we must redefine the population that we are sampling. By 
conceding that a corpus is not representative of the general language, we can limit our 
statements to a subset of that language, of which our corpus may serve as a sample. In 
this case, two versions of a part of the Polish Bible will be serving as a sample of the 
biblical sublanguage in Middle and Modern Polish, and as we shall see, they may be 
considered to contain a sufficient range of variability in this language type for many 
purposes. The discussion on the relevance of results from this sublanguage for the general 
language can therefore be deferred for now, though I will return to it later in the 
evaluation of some findings in view of general historical and comparative grammars, 
which are based on wider-ranging data. In the absence of previous, comparable corpus-
                                                 
1 I will use this concept somewhat loosely as an umbrella term encompassing what is accepted by speakers 
as the common ground of the different varieties, registers, genres etc. in their language. 
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based work, these grammars will play the main role in controlling results obtained from 
the data and evaluating their plausibility.  
1.2 Uses and Limitations of Bible Corpora 
In choosing to use a parallel diachronic corpus, which should also ideally be already 
digitized and freely available, the choice is immediately directed towards the Bible. 
While not optimal for many purposes, Bible corpora have been widely used in historical 
linguistics long before the advent of computer technology, not only because of the text’s 
theological and cultural significance, but simply because the Bible (and in particular the 
Gospels) is one of the earliest sizable coherent texts documented for many (especially 
European) languages. The Bible also has a number of advantages for digital corpus 
studies (Resnik et al., 1999): the digital text is freely available in an unparalleled variety 
of languages, and has been repeatedly updated in various periods, making it ideal for 
comparative and diachronic studies (see also Cysouw and Wälchli, to appear). The 
dependable consistency of verse alignment between corpora, which will be put to use 
later in this study, is both effortless and more accurate than many automatic alignments – 
misalignment occurs in only a handful of cases (Resnik et al., 1999: 135) compared to 
average success rates between 90-95% for automated alignments (admittedly on sentence 
alignment tasks, more fine-grained than verse alignment, see Simard et al., 2000: 54-55). 
The care taken in translating the Bible also makes omissions relatively unlikely.  
There are however many problematic issues in using Bible corpora for linguistics. 
The main objections are probably (cf. Resnik et al., 1999): 
 
1. that it is a translated text especially prone to loan translations and foreign 
constructions which preserve the language of the source text. The source text is 
often itself a translation, meaning we have to reckon with several layers of this 
phenomenon;  
2. that it is a semantically very marked text, whose special religious content bears 
only a limited similarity to the ‘general language’; 
3. that biblical language is by its nature conservative, and therefore unsuitable for 
historical study. 
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 The first two points are not independent of each other: many expressions that can 
be traced back to loan translations form part of the style of biblical language. As a 
consequence, once a loan construction has been accepted into the language through the 
text, it often becomes part of that language’s native inventory, a fact which speakers are 
usually unaware of. Are the expressions God fearing or to fear God valid English phrases, 
or the use of the German word halsstarrig lit. ‘stiff-necked’ to mean ‘obstinate, 
stubborn’? These all represent loan translations from Latin, but originally reaching as far 
back as Biblical Hebrew, where ! "# # $%&' -(&)( *'  ‘to fear God’ had the sense ‘to be devout’, 
and ( $+ *,-- "%./  ‘hard-naped’ meant ‘refusing to bow’ and hence ‘stubborn’ (cf. Eng. a 
stiffnecked people in the King James Bible). This is of course no different for Polish, 
which often uses entire phrases directly quoted from the Bible even in day-to-day 
contexts (see Koziara, 2001 for an analysis of Polish Biblical phraseology and its sources 
in different Bible translations). While modern biblical languages owe their existence at 
least in part to a sort of ‘translationese’ (i.e. language with peculiar properties stemming 
from its translated origin, see e.g. Baroni and Bernardini, 2006), the naturalization of 
many of these forms is hard to ignore. 
Additionally, although the Bible (and in fact any text) has some idiosyncratic 
properties, it still shows considerable overlap with the so-called general language. Resnik 
et al. (1999: 147) compared the vocabulary of the Modern English New International 
Version of the Bible with the control vocabulary list used to write definitions in the 
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Proctor, 1978), which is meant to 
represent the core vocabulary of the language most suitable for learners. The Bible corpus 
contained around 80% of the lemmas on the 2,200 word list, thus showing that the 
Bible’s vocabulary did in fact cover central areas of modern language.  
Nonetheless, as already discussed in section 1.1, the nature of the data to be used 
in this study requires that statements be limited, at least in the first instance, to a biblical 
sublanguage. Recognizing this sublanguage as a valid variety of Polish is justified insofar 
as it is recognized by Polish speakers as belonging to their language and interacts with 
standard language as well. In all likelihood, this situation also applies to other “biblical 
languages”, as scriptural language has generally been a very influential part of many 
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languages, shaping their standard literary varieties (cf. the influence of Luther’s Bible on 
the development of standard German (Wolf, 1996)). 
That said, it remains important to avoid what has been termed the “God’s truth 
fallacy” (Rissanen, 1989), which essentially means reliance on a corpus as representative 
of an entire language or even sublanguage, while disregarding its limitation in belonging 
to a certain time, place, genre and author. A single Bible translation may be only one in a 
set of existing translations in a language, and in fact, in a much larger set of possible 
translations that were never made, and which might have differed in many factors, 
including simply translation style. On the other hand, in a text with such normative 
influence as the Bible, where the choice of each item in the corpus makes it the de facto 
normative bearer of the Biblical meaning invested in a particular passage, the case is all 
the stronger for regarding a single text as a sublanguage in itself. Some of these 
difficulties can only be addressed by evaluating results against other materials and studies, 
though obviously a comparison of many texts (in this case various Bible translations) 
could make a valuable contribution (see chapter 6 for further discussion). 
As for the third objection above regarding the text’s conservatism, it has been 
partly addressed already, in that any possible conservatism in biblical language is 
immediately part of the characteristics of the sublanguage under investigation. 
Furthermore, conservatism has some advantages for historical research of the ‘general 
language’: if a new version of a conservative text was forced to alter some element or 
construction, it is all the more likely that it was really no longer tolerated or 
comprehensible in contemporary language. Those elements that were changed may thus 
indicate central points in historical grammar or lexicography. 
1.3 Parallel Corpora and Automatic Extraction of Correspondences 
While choosing to work with a parallel corpus limits corpus size and choice, there are 
considerable benefits as well. Firstly, the parallel content ensures that factors related to 
subject matter such as genre, register, domain etc. are completely comparable across the 
texts, making the diachronic disparity between them the central cause for any differences 
one might detect. The parallelism further extends to expected frequencies of grammatical 
functions, since, for example, the amount of participants in each predication in the 
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narrative is essentially constant. Thus if the text requires two human males to carry out a 
speech act directed at another one, the grammatical relations involved (conjoined, 
typically nominative subject, a matching predication, an experiencer, typically in dative 
case and an object clause containing direct speech) must be expressed in both texts, 
leading to a very high correspondence of lexical and morphological devices, which can 
easily reveal any subset of these elements which has changed. In chapter 3, this type of 
parallelism in distributions will be taken advantage of for the study of inflectional 
morphology. 
Another type of parallelism that can be taken advantage of involves using the 
alignment between the corpora. As already mentioned, this can be done by using the 
Bible’s given verse alignment. This alignment can be used to automatically calculate 
correlations between items in the different corpora, with the help of measures used in the 
automatic construction of parallel terminologies and in machine translation. While the 
application of these fields to historical linguistics may seem odd at first, it is not 
altogether unnatural – much like historical linguistics, they too are concerned with 
correspondences between two languages, giving answers to questions of the sort: “which 
Y in language B does X in language A correspond to? Under what circumstances, and 
how often?”.  
The basic idea behind finding correspondences using alignment is that items that 
frequently appear in parallel segments are more likely to be translations of each other. 
This can be illustrated with the two text blocks in Figure 1.1, representing a parallel 
Fig. 1.1: Schematic representation of an English-German parallel text. 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text apple text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text apple 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text apple text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text Apfel text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text Apfel text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text text text 
text text text text text text text text Apfel text 
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English-German text. If we know that the lines in these two texts are aligned (meaning in 
our case that they belong to the same verse in each text), we can deduce that English 
apple is probably a translation of German Apfel, since the appearance of these words is 
correlated: the one appears in the one text if and only if the other appears in the other on 
the parallel line. While parallelism in natural texts is often less ideal than this one to one 
correspondence, the basic idea remains to find the most likely parallel based on such 
cooccurrences. Statistical techniques to deduce correspondences and their subsequent 
processing will be discussed in more depth in chapter 4.  
While using cooccurrence measures for translating text automatically from older 
language stages into newer ones is of little interest in itself, it is possible to learn from the 
correspondences found in this way. A collection of correspondences between lexical 
items and expressions across language stages may be regarded as a historical dictionary, 
and correspondences between morphological features, grammatical categories and 
syntactic constructions that are annotated in the corpus can be seen as a sort of historical 
grammar. The advantage of automated techniques to find such correspondences is that 
hundreds of pairs of lexical items and constructions can be easily located and 
quantitatively evaluated, which would be difficult to do manually.  
But caution is also required: things are rarely as simple as the pair apple : Apfel in 
historical linguistics. Finding some phenomenon in an old text and a different one under 
similar circumstances in a new text does not necessarily mean that one element has 
‘replaced’ the other in the usual sense. Often two or more constructions or words 
compete for extended periods, having subtly different meanings and usage (cf. Rissanen, 
to appear, and Labov, 1994: 27). Language change can be seen as a process characterized 
by variation or variability in the meaning and usage of different, yet related, competing 
linguistic signs (sometimes said to belong to a common ‘variant field’, cf. Curzan, to 
appear). It can be expected that older elements will coexist with newer ones, and only 
gradually lose ground in certain contexts and senses. Only in this sense does a new 
attested form replace an old one: in being used in a corpus, one competitor is chosen over 
others within an overlapping field of possibilities, effectively taking part in the constant 
renegotiation of the linguistic value of the field and the items in it. I will revisit this 
problem in several places, especially in the evaluation of some of the results in chapter 4. 
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2 Setting Up the Corpus 
2.1 The Texts 
The corpus used in this study was created from digital versions of two Polish Bible 
translations of the Gospel of Matthew, and is called Polimatth. The choice of this 
particular Bible text was motivated by several factors. Firstly, the New Testament is a 
more suitable text with regard to the objections in section 1.2 than the Old Testament 
since it was written in relatively simple vernacular language, in order to facilitate its oral 
transmission to Christians and potential converts who were often illiterate (cf. Ehrman, 
2005: 41-42), as opposed to the Old Testament text, which is a chronicle composed in a 
priestly, and not a popular context. The New Testament can therefore be expected to be 
more colloquial, and as such to share more developments with other forms of the 
language. The synoptic Gospels are particularly conducive to colloquial style and a 
variety of text types, as opposed to, say, epistles, which probably offer less varied text 
types. Especially valuable is the availability of both narrative text, usually restricted to 
third person past tense sentences, and direct speech, which admits the other tenses and 
persons, together with accompanying lexis (e.g. pronouns) and grammar, which may also 
bear the greatest resemblance to contemporary spoken language (cf. Taube, 1980: 121-
122 for a similar reasoning). Finally, the Gospel of Matthew is the longest of all the 
Gospels, offering a larger corpus than the others, and approximately filling the limit of 
practicable length still allowing a good human proofreading of the annotation within the 
scope possible for the present work (on the need for proofreading see below). 
The older of the two translations was taken from the Protestant Gdansk Bible 
(Biblia Gda#ska), first printed in 1606 (the New Testament) and then in 1632 (New and 
Old Testament), thus belonging in the Middle Polish period (ca. 16th-18th century). The 
choice of this particular text was motivated by several factors. Firstly, it is at once a 
relatively old yet complete Polish Bible translation, and since it was already printed, it 
has an authoritative established text (as opposed to conflicting manuscripts). Secondly, it 
served as the canonical Protestant Polish Bible into the 20th century, for which reason it 
may be considered a text that was at once an influential part of the Polish language, and 
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accepted as comprehensible Polish for a long time. Finally, although some Catholic 
Bibles are slightly older (e.g. the highly regarded late 16th century Bible of Jakub Wujek), 
there is no electronic version of them available on-line (except in scanned format for the 
Wujek Bible), which means a digitization effort would have been necessary.  
However, for the Gdansk Bible too, the precise original text is not available 
electronically (except again in a scanned facsimile of an edition from 1632, available 
from the Württembergische Landesbibliothek Stuttgart at http://www.bibliagdanska.pl). 
A concession therefore had to be made to use the modern edition of the text, which is 
available on-line (originally obtained from http://www.biblia.com.pl/, now available on 
the Polish Wikisource at http://pl.wikisource.org/wiki/Biblia_Gda%C5%84ska). This 
edition has undergone two revisions: in 1738 (the so-called Biblia Królewiecka) and in 
1881 (the “Warsaw revision”). These revisions mostly affected the text’s orthography, 
punctuation, and in a few cases some inflectional endings (e.g. whether Hebrew proper 
names inflect or remain indeclinable)2. Importantly, the last revision has brought the text 
close enough in line with modern orthography to allow tagging the text using an adapted 
tagger of Modern Polish (more about which in section 2.3); the orthographic revision 
may therefore be regarded to some extent as a normalization of the underlying 
orthography. Figure 2.1a illustrates the overall faithfulness of the edition, while Figures 
2.1b and 2.1c draw attention to orthographic change and regularization of suffixes for 
foreign names. Such differences are generally relatively minor, and infrequent enough to 
still allow a variety of linguistic studies of the text. The only frequent and systematic 
exception to this statement is the orthographic reform of neuter locative/instrumental 
singular and instrumental plural adjective suffixes, which were spelled differently from 
the masculine adjectives (despite widespread identical pronunciation) in the 19th century 
(Figure 2.1d). These adjectives take the endings <(i)em> and <(i)emi> instead of 
<(i/y)m> and <(i/y)mi> (see Klemensiewicz et al., 1955: 331-332, 336 for details). 
Though an exact transcription of the original text would have been of course theoretically 
desirable, it would have made tagging the text much more difficult, and in any case, the 
digitization effort was deemed impracticable for the scale of this work.  
                                                 
2 Changes to the actual text are few, but also occur occasionally. Such special deviations will be identified 
using the aforementioned facsimile and noted in examples where they appear. 
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a – Matthew 13:24 – “Another parable He put to them, saying: ‘The kingdom of heaven is like a 
man who sowed good seed in his field’” – the texts are identical. 
Drugie podobie#stwo prze$o%y$ im, 
mówi&c: Podobne jest królestwo niebieskie 
cz$owiekowi, rozsiewaj&cemu dobre 
nasienie na roli swojej. 
b – Matthew 2:1– “…Herod the king, behold, wise men from the East came to Jerusalem, 
saying:” – only in the facsimile, Jerusalem is uninflected in the genitive. 
Heroda króla, oto m'drcy ze wschodu 
s$o#ca przybyli do Jeruzalemu, mówi&c: 
Since the older text is a Protestant Bible, the newer translation was taken from the 
contemporary Protestant Bible, and not from the more widespread Polish Catholic Bible, 
in order to avoid possible discrepancies stemming from underlying theological 
differences. The text therefore comes from the 1990 edition of the Warsaw Bible (Biblia 
Warszawska), first published in 1975, which finally replaced the archaic Bible of Gdansk 
as the standard Polish Protestant Bible (available e.g. at  http://www.bapost.ok.info.pl/nt/). 
Since the translation work had access to and consulted the Gdansk Bible, the texts are 
generally similar, meaning that a good parallelism can be expected compared to other 
translations. It is however likely that the influence of the Gdansk Bible may have led to a 
d – Matthew 11:11– “…but he who is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater….” – the neuter 
adjective <niebieskim> ‘heavenly’ is spelled <niebieskiem> in the 1881 edition. 
c – Matthew 15:1– “Then the scribes and Pharisees who were from Jerusalem came to 
Jesus, saying” – Jerusalem is inflected in the genitive in both texts. Also note the 
orthography <y> for modern <i> ‘and’. The discrepant <a> after the second word in the 
facsimile marks a note at the side of the page, and is not part of the text. 
Tedy przyst&pili do Jezusa z Jeruzalemu 
nauczeni w Pi(mie i Faryzeuszowie, 
mówi&c: 
Fig. 2.1: The same text from a facsimile of an edition from 1632 next to the digital text of the 
Gdansk Bible. (scans from http://www.bibliagdanska.pl) 
la; ale który jest najmniejszym w 
królestwie niebieskiem, wi'kszy jest,  
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conservative adoption of its forms in certain places. As discussed in section 1.2, this can 
be viewed as a feature of biblical language (which is likely deeply influenced by previous 
translations in most languages), and at the same time, may give greater weight to those 
differences that are found between the texts in spite of this. 
The entire parallel corpus with both texts contains a little over 46,000 tokens, in 
1,071 aligned verses. The small size in terms of a normal, mono-lingual corpus is partly 
made necessary by the lack of reliable training data for tagging the older language, 
meaning annotation must be manually proofread. On the other hand, this also ensures 
high quality tagging, and the size has proven to be sufficient for the application of many 
statistical measures with satisfactory accuracy. It may be noted in this context that many 
parallel corpus-based techniques in machine translation often achieve various tasks at 
good success rates with well below 1,000 example pairs (Somers, 1999: 119-121). 
Furthermore, smaller corpora can provide very similar results to larger ones, provided 
they are likewise homogeneous (see Nurmi, 2002 for a positive evaluation of 
monolingual research with a larger historical corpus versus a smaller subset of it). For 
relatively frequent phenomena, and especially morphology and certain parts of the lexis 
(cf. chapters  3 and 4), and somewhat less so for syntax and grammatical categories 
(chapter 5), the interdependency between the two texts allows drawing founded 
conclusions from comparably little data, provided annotation quality is high and the 
parallelism is faithful. According to Fung (1998: 2), a successful extraction of 
correspondences from parallel corpora depends on the degree of conformity to the 
following characteristics: 
 
o Words have one sense per corpus. 
o Words have a single translation per corpus. 
o There are no missing translations in the target document. 
o The frequencies of words and their translations are comparable. 
o The positions of words and their translations are comparable. 
 
These properties seem to generally hold with regard to the Bible text, which is typically 
translated very painstakingly and completely, and is also semantically relatively 
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homogeneous, reducing polysemy. The similarity of the (sub)language stages also 
contributes to similar word order and comparable frequencies. All these factors contribute 
to a good starting point for the extraction of correspondences using a parallel diachronic 
Bible corpus. In the following I will refer to the corpus taken from the Gdansk Bible as 
GMat or simply G, and to the newer Warsaw Bible corpus as WMat or W. 
2.2 Tokenization 
Polish orthography makes tokenizing a relatively easy task, and all the more so when 
dealing with such a regular text as the New Testament, which contains no abbreviations, 
numeric tokens, etc. I have generally followed the same principles used in the IPI PAN 
Corpus (Przepiórkowski, 2004), the largest electronic corpus of Polish on-line at the time 
of writing: tokens contain no whitespace (precluding multi-word “New York”-style 
tokens, which in any case do not seem to appear in this corpus), and either contain no 
punctuation, or only punctuation marks (cf. Przepiórkowski and Woli#ski, 2003). Tokens 
thus almost always correspond to strings of characters separated by spaces, or the 
common punctuation marks (e.g. ‘.’, ‘!’, etc.), which are tokenized separately from the 
adjoining words. Verses are identified by their running numbers which appear as 
numerals in the original text; these numerals are not themselves tokenized, but rather 
removed from the text stream altogether.  
 However, there are problematic cases for the space/punctuation-based 
tokenization rule, involving enclitic elements that are written together with whatever 
orthographic word precedes them. Some emphatic particles, for example, are enclitic 
(Swan, 2002: 410-411) and often appear after the first tonic unit in a sentence or clause, 
i.e. in the Wackernagel position (Wackernagel, 1882). Such a particle is shown in 
boldface in example (1)3. It might have been desirable to simply separate these tokens, 
treating their univerbized orthography as insignificant, but there are also cases where the 
clitic changes the word form it is attached to, so that the separated form is no longer 
identical to any independent word form. In example (2), for instance, the normal form of 
the interrogative pronoun co ‘what’ is changed into có before the enclitic emphatic 
                                                 
3 In examples throughout this work I use glosses which are as literal as possible to facilitate understanding, 
at the cost of an incomplete annotation where grammatical categories are not relevant for the question at 
hand. See appendix A for a list of abbreviations used in the glosses. 
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particle !, as a result of a phonological process conditioned by the closed syllable 
produced by the presence of the clitic.  
(1)    Gdzie!        jest   ten,    który       si'          narodzi$,    król    %ydowski? 
where+EMPH      is   this     which   REFL      was-born     king     Jewish  
Where is the one who was born, the Jewish king? (GMat 2:2) 
(2)       có!              b'dziemy   je()? 
what+EMPH     we-will      eat 
what will we eat? (GMat 6:31) 
Furthermore, these fused units may be lexicalized and develop a special meaning of their 
own, which can be discerned from the appearance of a separate dictionary entry for them, 
e.g. gdy! ‘since, because’, comprised of the word gdy ‘when, if’ and the particle !. For the 
older language, it is all the more difficult to judge which forms should be separated. 
Since it is impracticable to study each such case separately in the scope of this work, it 
was decided to use two alterative tokenizations in parallel. One tokenization follows the 
practice of the IPI PAN corpus: it is maximally fine-grained, separating clitics where 
possible, and normalizing changed forms through consistent lemmatization (i.e. the 
lemma of the token encompassing <có> is co). It relies on the dictionary used by the 
tagger (see next section) to determine clitic status: if a form containing a clitic is not in 
the dictionary, it is broken up. The other tokenization breaks up no orthographic strings, 
and since it only conflicts with the first tokenization in a few cases, it is accomplished 
using special additional link tokens, which have a property ‘links’ listing the items 
involved in the cliticization, and containing no word form. The tokens representing the 
sequence <có%> in example (2), for example, are the following: 
 
<t ID='g1c06v31s01t08' lemma='co' pos='ProIr' case='acc' num='sg' gend='N'>có</t> 
<t ID='g1c06v31s01t08b' links='g1c06v31s01t08;g1c06v31s01t09'></t> 
<t ID='g1c06v31s01t09' lemma='%' pos='Ptcl'>%</t> 
 
In some cases, the same elements appear in GMat with a clitic and in the WMat 
without it, and the similarity between the texts can then be recognized only in the fine-
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grained tokenization. For instance, examples (3) and (4) have the parallel text to 
examples (1) and (2), which have the same interrogative pronouns without the emphatic !. 
(3) Gdzie    jest    nowo   narodzony    król    %ydowski? 
where     is     newly       born          king     Jewish  
Where is the newly born Jewish king? (WMat 2:2) 
(4)   co     b'dziemy    je()? 
what     we-will      eat 
what will we eat? (WMat 6:31) 
A more complicated challenge is presented by vestigial forms of the enclitic auxiliary 
verb ‘to be’ which are written together with the preceding word. Mostly these clitics 
appear in the past tense following a perfect participle, e.g. widzieli!my ‘we saw’ = 
widzieli ‘see (perfect participle)’ + "my ‘we are (auxiliary)’, where they are often 
interpreted as inflectional endings (e.g. Swan, 2002). This is the result of a univerbized 
periphrastic construction which began fusing as early as the 15th century (Rospond, 2003: 
178-179). But in some cases the clitic may still ‘separate’ from its participle even in 
Modern Polish, appearing instead in the ‘second’, Wackernagel position (see Swan, 2002: 
255). Compare example (5) (fused auxiliary) with (6) (detached auxiliary):  
(5) Chleba    nie                  wzi'li"my 
bread      not   take-PARTPF+AUX-1-pl 
We did not take bread (WMat 16:7) 
(6)   bo"my              widzieli          gwiazd'     jego 
for+AUX-1-pl      see-PARTPF          star          his 
for we have seen his star (GMat 2:2) 
Another common case involves conditionals, which use the same participle and clitics, 
the latter usually attached to a conjunction like gdyby ‘if’, aby ‘so that’, and a few others: 
(7) Gdyby"my                       %yli        za    dni    ojców        naszych 
       if+AUX-1-pl      live-PARTPF  during   days   fathers’         our 
If we had lived in the days of our fathers (WMat 23:30) 
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Fig. 2.2: Tokens for the text in example (6). The last token annotates a past tense periphrasis with 
the ‘links’ property, allowing the search engine to display an annotation spanning the relevant items.
<t ID='g1c02v02s02t01' lemma='bo' pos='Cj'>bo</t> 
<t ID='g1c02v02s02t02' lemma='by!' pos='VAux' pers='1' num='pl'>!my</t> 
<t ID='g1c02v02s02t03' lemma='widzie!' pos='VPartPf' num=’pl’ … >widzieli</t> 
 
<t … lemma='widzie!' … tense='past' links='g1c02v02s02t01;g1c02v02s02t02;g1c02v02s02t03'></t> 
 Since it may be interesting to look at past tense or conditional verbs in one 
context, and at the position of clitics in another, both notations are made available. The 
clitic is tokenized separately, allowing lemmatization of the separate lexemes. At the 
same time, the entire construction, expressing e.g. a past tense verb and ignoring the 
detached clitic, is annotated separately in a further token holding no word form, with 
properties indicating the lemma and inflection of the construction (person, number etc.), 
as well as the tokens involved in the periphrasis and enclisis. It is thus possible to search 
for either past tense verbs or clitics, and, since the items involved in the cliticization are 
marked up using the ‘links’ property, to represent these analyses graphically in a search 
engine. Figure 2.2 illustrates the notation of the tokens in (6) and their presentation in a 
browser-based search engine constructed to display these records. The engine provides 
basic search functions on the annotation of single tokens or adjacent fixed length token 
sequences, and a parallel verse KWIC display. Since it is immaterial to the rest of this 
work, it will not be described further at this point.  
Clearly, quantitative results will be affected by the choice of tokenization used, 
but this is not necessarily bad: the annotations are consciously different interpretations of 
the same data (cf. Lüdeling, 2007). For the most part, I will use the fine-grained 
annotation, which is useful for comparing occurrences of lemmas in the corpora (e.g. 
parallel co and có-! will register a cooccurring lemma). The second tokenization will be 
preferred only in chapter 5, which is concerned with grammatical functions, in order to 
abstract over grammatical categories (e.g. all occurrences of the past tense).  
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2.3 Morphophonological Tagging with Polimorph 
The corpus was tagged and lemmatized using a tagging program called Polimorph 
(Zeldes, 2006) and a digital version of Swan’s A Learner’s Polish-English Dictionary 
(available from the author’s web site at http://polish.slavic.pitt.edu), which was enriched 
with some entries to cover missing older lemmas. Since the orthography of the electronic 
Gda#sk Bible was modernized, it was generally possible to use the modern dictionary for 
both texts. For morphological disambiguation it was found to be very useful to use 
annotation projection: WMat was tagged first, and scores for GMat tags were boosted if 
they matched lemmas and tags in parallel sections of WMat4. A possible bias in GMat’s 
tagging to wrongly resemble WMat’s was prevented by a complete manual proofreading 
of both tagged corpora, which was in any case helpful to ensure an accurate tagging. 
The Polimorph tagger uses a generative phonological model, deriving a variety of 
allomorphic surface forms of Polish morphological suffixes from one underlying form 
per suffix. An advantage of this approach is that the tagger can output a linguistically 
motivated phonological representation of the suffix used to analyze and identify each 
form and its lemma, and these can be annotated in the corpus (this will be taken 
advantage of in chapter 3). This means, for example, that suffixes containing different 
allophones of the same phoneme follow a uniform notation for the underlying phoneme, 
e.g. /y/ for both allophones <i> = [i] and <y> = [y] in the suffix of the nominative 
singular masculine adjective: <ci'%ki> ‘heavy (nom. sg. masc.)’ with the <i> suffix 
conditioned by the preceding velar, but <pi'kny> ‘beautiful’ with <y>.  
Additionally, the suffixes follow a morphophonological notation along the lines 
used in Swan’s (2002) grammar. This means that suffixes are also analyzed in terms of 
the morphophonological alternations (or ‘mutations’) that they cause in the stems to 
which they are attached, which is relevant especially for distinguishing some otherwise 
homographic suffixes. For example, two different suffixes containing the phoneme /y/ 
mark the aforementioned form <ci'%ki> ‘heavy (nom. sg. masc.)’ and one of its plural 
forms <ci'%cy> ‘heavy (nom. pl. masc. personal)’. Although both suffixes consist of the 
phoneme /y/, the first suffix palatalizes the stem’s final /k/ into a palatovelar /k’/, while 
                                                 
4 This is facilitated by the high amount of lexical overlap between the texts, on which see chapter 4. Failing 
such overlap, more sophisticated projection techniques would be needed (cf. Yarowski and Ngai, 2001). 
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the second mutates the /k/ into an affricate /c/ ([ts]). In order to represent this difference, 
the first suffix is notated as R4y# and the second is notated as R1y#, where the capital R 
followed by a number (between 1 and 4) represents a ‘mutation operator’ (cf. Swan, 
2002: 23-26), indicating which of four characteristic mutation types the suffix may cause 
in the stem it is attached to. In this work I will only be interested in using these operators 
to distinguish between homographic suffixes; for a complete account of the four mutation 
operators see Swan (2002: 23-42) and Zeldes (2006). 
Crucially for the study of morphology in chapter 3, the lexicon used by Polimorph 
does not specify which suffixes may appear with which lemma. This means that non-
standard, fluctuating or archaic forms are all accepted as possible beside regular forms, 
regardless of which is standard. This is similar to an English tagger accepting the 
normative form <oxen>, with the irregular suffix <en>, as a plural of the lemma ox, as 
well as a possible regularized <oxes>. In this way the tagger does not smooth out 
morphological variation in the corpus by using a normative suffix list – any possible 
combination of lemma and suffix is accepted, as long as constraints regarding part-of-
speech, gender, etc. are respected (for more details see ibid.). 
2.4 The Tag-Set 
In preparing the tag-set used in this corpus, the so-called ‘flexemic’ tag-set (Woli#ski and 
Przepiówrkowski, 2001; Przepiórkowski and Woli#ski, 2003) used in the IPI PAN 
Corpus (Przepiórkowski, 2004), was taken as a starting point. The guiding principle 
behind this tag-set is morphological and morphosyntactic, meaning that it classifies 
words according to which variable morphological features they exhibit (e.g. case for 
nouns), and which lexical ones (e.g. gender for nouns, which do not inflect for gender, 
but agree with adjectives on this property morphosyntactically). The tag-set has been 
represented by its authors as a decision tree, where binary properties such as “inflects for 
gender” or “has person” are used to break down candidates into finer classes. At the 
lowest level, some distinctions based on closed lists and orthographic properties are also 
used where morphological criteria could not produce semantically desirable classes (e.g. 
the list of prepositions, or the property “ends in -no or –to” to distinguish the indeclinable 
impersonal past form from infinitives and other indeclinable adverbial participles). 
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 The tag-set described below departs from the IPI PAN tag-set on several points, 
which were deemed necessary or preferable for this study. Wherever possible, it has been 
attempted to allow the possibility of an easy reversion to the IPI PAN tag-set by 
providing tag names that can be equated with the IPI PAN tags by selecting a substring of 
the tag name. As one example, the distinction between common nouns and proper nouns, 
which is ignored in the IPI PAN corpus, has been upheld in this corpus. Notwithstanding 
theoretical debate about special properties of proper names that may warrant their 
separate tagging, there are some practical reasons for this. One reason already noted in 
section 2.1 is that proper nouns exhibit greater divergence with the print edition of the 
older text and are thus more unreliable for morphological study. Additionally, the high 
proportion of non-nativized Hebrew names (e.g. irregular feminines like Tamar, as 
opposed to nativized names like Piotr) skews the distribution of suffixes in favor of some 
otherwise uncommon inflectional patterns. It is therefore desirable to be able to consider 
only common nouns. To allow both separate and joint queries, the tag S is assigned to 
common nouns and SN to proper nouns. A query for tags starting with S returns all nouns.  
Table 2.1 describes the tags used in the corpus, alongside their IPI PAN 
counterparts and examples. The table reveals much similarity between the tags, with the 
Polimatth tags usually refining the IPI PAN tags. The most central difference between the 
tag-sets is the inclusion of a tag for finite verbs, VFin. Since past tense forms are 
originally based on periphrastic constructions with participles (cf. section 2.2) they inflect 
for gender, placing them in a different flexemic class according to Przepiórkowski and 
Woli#ski (2003). At the same time, there is no representation of the univerbized 
participle and auxiliary in the IPI PAN corpus (the second tokenization discussed in 
section 2.2), meaning that one cannot query for only past tense forms, or only 
conditionals – one can only look for the perfect participle, in whatever use. With a view 
to investigating correlations between non-finite and finite constructions between the 
corpora, I decided to define the VFin tag, and allow it to receive a gender property in the 
past tense, missing from the other tenses5. Since the conditional mood is also tagged as a 
type of VFin in this scheme, it has been thought sensible to also tag imperatives under 
                                                 
5 Viewing these originally periphrastic forms synchronically as univerbized finite verbs is not the orthodox 
approach, but see Swan (2002: 245-255) for such a treatment; see also section 5.2 for one application of it. 
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VFin, using one property for both tense and mood (past, present, future, imperative or 
conditional), since these are all mutually exclusive and morphologically well defined.  
 
Polimatth tag Categories covered Lemma form Example (lemma) IPI PAN 
Adj 
AdjComp 
AdjSuper 
nom sg m positive polski 
AdjPos 
adjective 
nom sg m (noun) dawidowy (Dawid) 
adj 
AdjPred predicative adj. sg masc. form powinien winien 
Adv 
AdvComp 
AdvSuper 
adverb positive form dobrze adv 
Cj conjunction same as form oraz conj 
Prep preposition same as form na prep 
ProDm demonstrative nom sg m ten (adj) 
ProIr interrogative nom sg kto, co (subst) 
ProNm1 nom sg m jeden (adj) 
ProNm2 nom pl m inanim. dwa 
ProNm34 
numeral 
nom pl m inanim. trzy 
pi#$ 
num 
ProNmQ collective numeral nom pl m inanim. 
wiele numcol 
nom sg ja ppron12 
ProPr personal pronoun 
nom sg m on ppron3 
ProPs possessive pronoun nom sg m mój (adj) 
ProRf reflexive pronoun  the form siebie siebie siebie 
ProRl relative pronoun nom sg m który (adj) 
Ptcl particle same as form nie, -!e, si# qub 
Punct punctuation same as form . interp 
S noun nom sg profesor 
SN proper noun nom sg Jezus 
subst 
SV verbal noun infinitive czytanie (czyta$) ger 
VAux Auxiliary by$ infinitive "my (by$) aglt 
Vbd predicative same as form warto pred 
non-past form czytam (czyta$) fin 
future by$ b#dzie (by$) bedzie 
imperative form czytaj (czyta$) impt 
past tense form czyta%em/-m czyta% (czyta$) 
VFin 
conditional form 
infinitive 
czyta% bym czyta% (czyta$) 
 
VConv contemp.adv. part. infinitive czytaj&$ (czyta$) pcon 
VInf infinitive infinitive czyta$  inf 
VPartImpersPred impersonal infinitive czytano (czyta$) imps 
VPartPastAct anterior adv. part. infinitive przeczytawszy (przeczyta$) pant 
VPartPastPass pass. adj. part. infinitive czytany (czyta$) ppas 
VPartPf l-participle infinitive czyta% (czyta$) praet 
VPartPresAct act. adj. participle infinitive czytaj&cy (czyta$) pact 
Tab. 2.1: Polimatth and IPI PAN tags. 
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  Three further differences are the inclusion of more pronominal tags, sub-types of 
adjectives and adverbs, and a rearrangement of numeral tags. The demonstrative, 
possessive and relative pronouns are grayed out in the IPI PAN column, since they are 
treated as adjectives, and likewise the interrogative pronouns which are treated as 
substantives, all based on their morphological properties (though in fact interrogatives, 
unlike substantives, do not inflect for number, and may have variable gender in the case 
of ‘who’). However to investigate parallel constructions containing these categories one 
must be able to distinguish them from other adjectives and nouns, as they will probably 
have distinct parallels from these across the corpora, as well as distinct morphological 
behavior. Similarly, the distinctions of adjective degrees (positive, comparative and 
superlative) within the basic tag, instead of a “degree” property, was motivated by the 
possibility to explore their corresponding suffixal morphologies separately: if adjectives 
and comparatives have the same tag, a distribution of morphological affixes against part-
of-speech will reveal multiple sets of adjectival or adverbial suffixes in each category. 
Likewise possessive adjectives, which are derived from nominal lemmas (i.e. words like 
Jakubowy ‘Jacobean’ with the sense ‘of Jacob / belonging to Jacob’), not only have their 
own suffixes and, unlike other adjectives, nominal lemmas, but can also be studied in 
their own right insofar as they have distinct correspondences within the diachronic corpus 
(cf. section 5.3). Nonetheless, an IPI PAN style search for all adjectives can be achieved 
using a wildcard query for tags beginning with Adj. Finally, the division of numerals in 
the IPI PAN tag-set makes no distinction between the numbers two and three/four, 
despite their different inflection: trzy ‘three’ and cztery ‘four’ distinguish only masculine 
personal versus non-masculine personal, whereas dwa ‘two’ also distinguishes feminine 
from neuter and masculine non-personal (Swan, 2002: 191). These are tagged differently 
in line with the flexemic principle, while collective numerals governing the genitive (e.g. 
wiele ‘many, much’) are grouped together with the cardinals above five, which behave in 
the same way morphologically and morphosyntactically. The numeral jeden ‘one’, which 
is tagged as an adjective in IPI PAN, is given its own tag on semantic grounds. Thus, 
most constellations of queries can be satisfied, and a search for all tags beginning with 
‘ProNm’ delivers the ‘intuitive’ class of all numerals and related determiners of quantity. 
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 The possible attributes of each tag and their values are given below: 
asp: {pfv, impfv, indet, det, freq}. The aspect property characterizes all forms 
derived from verbal lemmas (tags containing V), including verbal nouns (SV), participles 
etc. In addition to the basic perfective and imperfective designations, the last three values 
represent sub-types of imperfective verbs, and are hence implicitly imperfective. 
Although the distinction between them is ignored in IPI PAN, they are commonly listed 
in dictionaries along with other aspectual partners, and so they have all been annotated; it 
is easy to ignore these values if this is desired. Only unprefixed motion verbs can be 
indeterminate or determinate, and they have no neutral imperfective counterpart, while 
frequentative verbs are derived from ‘neutral’ unprefixed imperfective verbs (cf. Swan, 
2002: 290-293). 
gend: {F, N, M, MI, MA, MP, nV, V}. Polish distinguishes neuter (N), feminine 
(F) and three types of masculine gender in nouns, most pronouns and adjectives: personal 
masculine (MP, denoting adult human males), animate masculine (MA, denoting 
masculine animals and, exceptionally, some inanimate substantives) and inanimate 
masculine (MI). The value masculine (M) is used ambiguously in adjectives, implying 
agreement with any masculine lemma. Virile (V) and non-virile (nV) forms characterize 
plural adjectives, participles and pronouns agreeing with groups containing at least one 
masculine personal referent, or no such referent respectively6. In contrast to IPI PAN 
conventions, additional genders based on different types of plural only nouns (nouns that 
have no singular form, like drzwi ‘door/doors’) are not recognized7. These forms can 
however be identified and retrieved by looking for lemma suffixes (see below) 
characteristic of plural forms. 
case: {nom, gen, dat, acc, inst, loc, voc}. The seven grammatical cases in Polish, 
characterizing nominal, adjectival and most pronominal forms. 
                                                 
6 The term virile is used by some interchangeably with the MP gender. Although all plural MP nouns have 
virile congruence, not all virile adjectives refer exclusively to MP pluralities – they can refer to mixed 
groups. I use ‘V’ and ‘nV’ specifically to refer to the two way opposition in non-lexical gender of variable 
gender elements such as adjectives, in the plural. 
7 In fact, Adam Przepiórkowski, one of the authors of the IPI PAN tag-set, has also opposed the use of 
these genders himself (Przepiórkowski, 2003), reverting to Witold Ma#czak’s (1956) classic view of five 
nominal genders. 
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num: {sg, pl}. Although some traces of its inflection remain in the older language, 
the dual number is not annotated separately from the plural since there is no formal dual 
congruence with adjectives, pronouns, etc. 
pers: {1, 2, 3}. First, second and third person of finite verbs and personal 
pronouns. Note that impersonal verb forms (Vbd and VPartImpersPred) have no value 
for this property. 
tense: {past, pres, fut, imp, cond}. As already discussed above, the ‘tense’ 
attribute doubles to encompass mood as well: imperative, conditional, or in the case of 
the other three tenses, implicitly indicative. This is possible since Polish modal forms are 
not marked for tense, and vice versa. 
suf, lsuf: [string]. Any inflected form may be characterized by a suffix and a 
lemma suffix, as arrived at during morphological analysis. If a token exhibits a suffix but 
no lemma suffix, then its lemma is suppletive (i.e. there is no direct connection between 
the inflected form and the lemma, as in lepszy ‘better’ and its lemma dobry ‘good’, which 
have different, unrelated stems). If an inflected form shows neither suffix, then its form is 
part of a closed class of irregularities (e.g. ja ‘I’ has no identifiable suffix). 
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3 Morphological Suffix Change 
A parallel diachronic corpus with morphological suffix annotation provides two 
diachronically disparate, but interdependent samples of inflectional distributions. The 
purpose of this chapter is to find out whether it is possible to identify which Polish 
morphological suffixes8 have changed and into which, relying solely on corpus data. In 
order to accomplish this, the fact that the language stages are closely related can be taken 
advantage of in two different ways. Firstly, the distributions of morphological suffixes 
can be expected to be more similar than in non parallel corpora by virtue of the corpora’s 
identical content, meaning even small deviations in distribution based on relatively little 
data can be very meaningful. Secondly, since the orthography in GMat has been 
normalized and lemmatization has been carried out with a modern lexicon (cf. section 
2.3), it can be expected that many cases will be found where the same lemmas are used in 
parallel with the same grammatical functions, but possibly with different suffixes. One 
may thus be able to identify changes in suffixal morphology by searching for minimal 
pairs of tokens with identical lemmas and grammatical analyses (case, gender, number, 
etc.), but different suffixes. Such pairs of tokens are made possible by the Polimorph 
tagger, which, as mentioned in section 2.3, uses a dictionary that does not specify the list 
of permissible suffixes for each lemma; instead, it accepts any suffix which may be used 
to create a regular form of any lemma as a possibility for analysis. 
Though the approach outlined above can apply equally well to all inflected word 
forms, for space reasons, I will limit the discussion in this chapter to nominal inflection. I 
choose this area since it shows the most extensive morphological change in the period in 
question. The next section therefore gives some preliminary background remarks on the 
history of Polish nominal declensions. The following two sections continue with an 
exhaustive investigation of the multiple minimal suffix pairs that can be discovered in 
Polimatth, along with the quantitative distributions of these suffixes, and finally, of all 
nominal suffixes in an overview. The results will be discussed and evaluated in light of 
known treatments of Polish, and more generally, Slavic historical morphology.  
                                                 
8 Suffixal morphology is given the center of attention here since it encompasses almost all of Polish 
inflectional morphology, if we disregard the superlative prefix naj-. Prefixed elements, which play a role in 
word formation, will be discussed in chapter 4. 
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3.1 Preliminary Remarks on Polish Declensions and their Origins 
In order to understand the historical changes in Polish suffixal morphology, brief mention 
must be made of the origins of the different inflectional types one finds in Middle and 
Modern Polish. Polish is an Indo-European language, of the West-Slavic branch of the 
Slavic language family. As such it inherited 7 grammatical cases from the original 8 
postulated for Proto Indo-European: nominative, vocative, accusative, dative, locative, 
instrumental and genitive. As in all Slavic languages, the latter case preserves the form of 
the old Indo-European ablative case in some paradigms (cf. Beekes, 1995: 190-192).  
Noun inflectional types in Indo-European languages are often classified according 
to the last phoneme their stems are thought to have had in Proto Indo-European, before 
the inflectional ending for case, number and gender. The o-stems, which had the vowel 
*o at the end of their stems, are the most common type of noun in most Indo-European 
languages, and account for the inflection of almost all Polish masculine and neuter nouns. 
The o-stem nominative and accusative endings in Polish are zero (i.e. a phonologically 
empty -Ø, or #9) as in dó% ‘pit, bottom’; this comes from the disappearance of the Proto 
Slavic ending ** (cf. Old Church Slavonic dol' ‘hole, pit’) and ultimately from *os in the 
nominative and *om in the accusative of Proto Indo-European *dholo-s, *dholo-m (cf. 
English dale, German Tal ‘valley’ etc.). Most feminine nouns in Polish come from the 
a-stems (sometimes called h2-stems, since the phoneme /a/ at their end derives from a 
reconstructed laryngeal phoneme marked with the symbol h2). These nouns end in a# in 
Modern Polish as well, e.g.: !ona ‘wife’.  
Other, less frequent types in Polish are the feminine i-stems, which synchronically 
in Polish are feminine nouns that end in a consonant (e.g. noc ‘night’), and the non-
productive neuter n- and nt-stems, which are neuters ending in the nasal vowel /'/ (e.g. 
imi# ‘name’). There are furthermore some individual case forms, both regular and 
irregular, that come from other classes which have otherwise gone out of use. The old 
u-stems especially have left alternate inflectional forms in the masculine declension, such 
as the u-stem dative in owi# beside the o-stem dative in u# (e.g. chlebowi ‘bread (dat.)’ 
but psu ‘dog (dat.)’). The choice of suffix no longer depends on which stem type a word 
                                                 
9 In this chapter I will use the word border sign ‘#’ to denote the end of a suffix. ‘#’ alone therefore stands 
for the zero suffix. 
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once had – in Modern Polish, former o-stems can take u-stem endings and vice versa. Old 
stem types that are no longer in use are thus a source for alternative forms and possible 
morphological change.  
Another important distinction in Polish nominal inflection is between so-called 
functionally hard stems, ending in one of the consonants /p/, /b/, /f/, /w/, /m/, /t/, /d/, /s/, 
/z/, /$/, /r/, /n/, /k/, /g/, /ch/10, and functionally soft stems, ending in other consonants. 
Nouns have somewhat different endings in certain grammatical cases depending on 
whether their stems are soft or not, and stems ending in velars additionally have some 
further differences (see Swan, 2002: 23-24, 66). The soft/hard distinction originally stems 
from palatalization caused by a front vowel or glide in a suffix: e.g. o-stems ending in 
*-io-s produced soft stems, while other o-stems ending in plain *-o-s produced hard 
stems (see Bielfeldt, 1961: 118-120). We may thus find changes that only occurred in 
either soft or hard stem nouns, but also in both. 
It is customary in historical Indo-European linguistics to speak of stems 
comprised of roots and suffixes, followed by inflectional endings. In the example above, 
*dhol-o-s, the second /o/ is the suffix and /s/ is the nominative singular case ending. In 
Polish, this division is no longer possible: the Ø at the end of dó% historically 
encompasses both suffix and ending, and similarly, in defunct u-stem endings like owi#, 
the <w> belongs to the old u-suffix, and the <i> to the case ending, and other case forms 
of the same noun will not show the <w> at all, since the entire morpheme owi# may have 
been carried over to a noun that was not originally a u-stem. I will therefore use the term 
‘suffix’ to refer to whatever morpheme synchronically marks a case ending, regardless of 
its mixed origins. This is also the policy used by the tagger to strip suffixes and identify 
morphological forms (cf. section 2.3 and Zeldes, 2006), as well as the way these suffixes 
are commonly described in synchronic Polish grammars (e.g. Swan, 2002).  
3.2 Nominal Suffix Changes in Minimal Pairs 
Since the Polimatth corpus is in essence ‘flat’ (i.e. lacks hierarchical annotation, 
notwithstanding link tokens, cf. section 2.2), it can easily be represented in a database 
table. Retrieving lemmas with multiple suffixes for the same form can then be achieved 
                                                 
10 The last phoneme is represented using its orthographic digraph <ch> for convenience. It stands for [x]/[ç]. 
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using an SQL query. The following query groups lemmas and grammatical analyses in a 
unified table containing both corpora, and counts how many suffixes mark each of them. 
It then only retrieves those analyses having more than one suffix: 
SELECT  pos, asp, tense, pers, num, case, gend, Count(suf) lemma,
FROM (SELECT lemma, pos, asp, tense, pers, num, case, gend, suf 
FROM GMat UNION SELECT lemma, pos, asp, tense, pers, num, case, 
gend, suf FROM WMat)
WHERE not suf Is Null 
GROUP BY lemma, pos, asp, tense, pers, num, case, gend 
HAVING Count(suf) > 1; 
The suffixes characterizing these forms can now be retrieved, grouped and arranged, e.g. 
by part of speech. Table 3.1 lists the results for all different suffix pairs in the parallel 
corpus which mark the same form of the same common noun lemma (part-of-speech tag 
S). For the analyses recall that Polish distinguishes three masculine genders: personal 
(MP), animate (MA) and inanimate (MI); M means any one of these (cf. section 2.4). All 
of the alternations in the table correspond to historical developments in Polish nominal 
morphology11. In the following subsections I will discuss the phenomena corresponding 
to these results as they are described by historical grammars, and explore their 
distributions in the corpora. 
                                                 
Row Analysis Suffix Pairs Examples Sense 
1 
11 However, the last entry, due solely to the expression wyj"$ za m&! ‘to marry (a man)’ (lit. ‘to go out 
behind a husband’), contains a fossilized accusative m&! ‘husband’ with an old zero suffix, which was quite 
possibly no longer transparent already in the 17th century. The frozen minimal pair m&! : m#!a ‘husband’ in 
fact attests a change that occurred already in Old Polish, and not internally between the periods represented 
in these corpora. 
acc pl MP 
R4y#  
R4e#  
R4e#  
#  
 ów# 
 ów# 
 R4y# 
 R4y# 
anio%y  
króle  
nauczyciele 
s%ug  
 anio%ów 
 królów 
 nauczycieli 
 s%ugi 
angels 
kings 
teachers 
slaves 
2 gen pl MP ów#   # poganów   pogan heathens 
3 gen sg MI a#   u# podo%ka   podo%ku hem 
4 inst pl M/N R4y#   ami# duchy   duchami spirits 
5 inst pl MI mi#   ami# kijmi   kijami clubs 
6 inst pl N R4yma#  ami# uszyma   uszami ears 
7 nom pl MP 
owie#  
owie#  
 R4e# w#!owie  
narodowie  
 w#!e 
 narody 
snakes 
peoples  R4y# 
nom/acc pl F R4y#   R4e# nocy   noce nights 8 
acc sg MP #   a# (wyj"$ za) m&!   m#!a husband 
Tab. 3.1: Variant suffix pairs in nominal morphology. 
9 
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3.2.1 Masculine Personal Plural 
Many of the changes in nominal morphology revolve around the evolution of the 
masculine personal (MP) gender, a gender reserved for nouns denoting adult male human 
beings. This gender not only has some different suffixes, but a distinct form of 
congruence, sometimes referred to as ‘virile’ (V), with adjectives and pronouns in the 
accusative plural: masculine personal nouns and their congruent attributes take the same 
form for the accusative plural as for the genitive plural, as opposed to the non-virile (nV) 
plural, which includes feminine, neuter, and non-human (but possibly animate) masculine 
nouns, for which the accusative plural is identical to the nominative plural. This 
distinction creates a binary division V : nV in the plural, which, along with the singular 
distinction between feminine (F), neuter (N), masculine inanimate (MI) and masculine 
animate (MA) nouns, forms the basic five-gender system of Polish (see Ma#czak, 1956 
and Przepiórkowski, 2003). 
The distinction has its roots in the Common Slavic12 syncretism of the nominative 
and accusative masculine singular of the o-stems, which led to the use of the genitive 
form instead of the accusative singular, in order to distinguish subject and object in 
sentences with two animate masculine participants (probably by analogy to the negative13 
and partitive genitives, or simply to verbs taking a genitive object; for an overview see 
Vaillant, 1977: vol. 5, 37-50). Like other Slavic languages, Polish later came to replace 
the accusative plural (which was still morphologically distinct) with the genitive when 
referring to animate masculines by analogy to the singular. However, in Polish this was 
done only when the referents were human, thereby creating the further subdivision into 
inanimate masculines (where nom.=acc.), animates (where acc.=gen. in sg. but nom.=acc. 
in pl.) and viriles (acc.=gen.). This analogy first took place in pronouns and then in nouns 
(see Klemensiewicz et al., 1955: 271-272, 281-282). 
The first row in Table 3.1 above shows precisely this replacement of the old 
nominal accusative plural forms with the new analogical genitive forms: R4y#, R4e# > 
                                                 
12 Common Slavic is the term used to refer to the last stage of Slavic linguistic unity, before the division 
into the East, West and South Slavic branches. 
13 The negative genitive, which is attested in the oldest Slavic monuments, replaces the accusative as the 
direct object of a negated verb, as in Modern Polish: widzia%em pies ‘I saw a dog (acc.)’ but nie widzia%em 
psa ‘I didn’t see a dog (gen.)’.  
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ów# and R4e# > R4y# (note that R4y# consequently still marks some accusatives, but for 
the nouns where it does so, it is in fact the gen. form, while their original acc. was R4e#). 
Similarly, so called common-gender nouns (also called ‘epicenes’), which are 
masculine nouns that had feminine morphology (ending in the nominative with the 
feminine suffix a#) but could also designate male humans, sometimes replaced the 
feminine accusative plural with the corresponding feminine genitive form (which has a 
‘zero’ suffix, #), creating such pairs as R4y# : # in s%ugi : s%ug (from s%uga ‘servant (masc. 
and fem.)’). When the latter form appears in GMat, any adjectives or pronouns qualifying 
it appear in the genitive as well, instead of the expected accusative masculine plural: 
 
(8) pos$a$    s$ugi     swoje 
sent    servants    his 
he sent his servants (GMat 21:34, servants has the old acc. fem. form) 
 
but also: 
(9) pos$a$ inszych    s$ug 
sent     other    servants 
he sent other servants (GMat 21:36, servants has the gen.=acc. form) 
 
Most such nouns nowadays take the masculine genitive suffix ów# for the genitive and 
accusative plural, showing a harmonization of morphology and grammatical categories, 
but the archaic word s%uga in particular normatively keeps the old feminine accusative 
s%ugi (Swan, 2002: 84, 101). 
Another analogical change which was not fully accepted is the genitive plural in 
ów#, originally a u-stem ending, for nouns in -anin, which usually designate nationalities 
or ethnonyms. These nouns drop the stem extension -in- in the plural, creating pairs such 
as poganin, gen. pl. pogan ‘pagan’. As shown in row 2 of Table 3.1, GMat shows 
analogical genitives in ów# (poganów), instead of the older normative gen. pl. in #, which 
is the current form for most nouns. Some exceptions in ów# do however exist in the 
contemporary language, e.g. Cyganin ‘gypsy’, gen./acc. pl. Cyganów (Swan, 2002: 98).  
The two graphs in Figure 3.1 show token counts for each of the masculine 
personal accusative plural suffixes in the two corpora (excluding the feminine-like 
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epicenes). If the information in Table 3.1 is not considered, these graphs are misleading. 
R4y# represents an old accusative suffix in GMat, but in WMat it historically 
corresponds to a genitive suffix (as mentioned above, in nouns where the old accusative 
was R4e#). Consequently the WMat graph is essentially showing the distribution of 
genitive suffixes serving as accusatives, while the GMat one shows two dominant 
conservative accusative suffixes (R4y#, R4e#), and the introduction of the new genitive-
accusative plural (the suffix ów#). 
 
GMat
ów#, 6
R4e#, 
8R4y#, 
22
WMat
ów#, 
30
R4y#, 
10
 
Fig. 3.1: Accusative masculine personal plural suffixes in both corpora. 
 
Thus, although distribution queries can show that ów# has become the dominant 
suffix for the accusative plural of MP nouns, and that R4e# has completely died out, they 
cannot distinguish that R4y# in WMat has a different source than R4y# in GMat. This 
fact can only be revealed by considering the suffix data from parallel lemma types in 
Table 3.1, although its significance and the reasons behind it can only be interpreted 
using corpus-external knowledge about the whole paradigm of each nominal inflectional 
class.  
An additional problem I was able to discover with the GMat distribution, is that 
two of the cases of ów# seem to have been inserted, either knowingly or accidentally, by 
the 1881 revision. One of them appears in the 1632 print facsimile with R4e# (Figure 
3.2a), and another with R4y#. The remaining examples were however verified in the 
facsimile (e.g. Figure 3.2b), showing the phenomenon of an old ów# acc. pl. to be even 
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A wnet%e przymusi$ Jezus uczniów 
swoich, aby wyst&pili w $ód+ 
a – Matthew 14:22 – “But soon Jesus made his disciples get into the boat” – the electronic text 
of GMat has the genitive-accusative form uczniów, the original text had accusative ucznie. 
b – Matthew 15:32 – “But having called his disciples Jesus said” – the electronic edition 
correctly preserves the genitive-accusative form uczniów. 
Lecz Jezus zwo$awszy uczniów swoich, 
rzek$… 
Fig. 3.2: Revision and preservation of plural genitive-accusatives in GMat and the original text. 
more rare (4/36 = 11.1%), but correctly identified and attested already in the original 
contemporary text. 
3.2.2 Masculine Inanimate Genitives: u# versus a# 
The fluctuation of the genitive masculine singular between the suffixes a# and u# on row 
3 of Table 3.1 is part of a known trend to make animate masculine nouns have the 
genitive in a#, and inanimates in u# (Rospond, 2003: 126-127). This process is still 
ongoing in contemporary Polish, with endings changing in both directions, though 
considerable groups of exceptions persist (Swan, 2002: 72-73). It should be noted that in 
this case, both tokens in the example come from GMat (since the query recovered 
elements with multiple suffixes in a union table of both corpora, it also recovers this 
fluctuation within one corpus); all the more remarkable considering this fluctuation was 
left in tact by the revisions of the text (the readings are confirmed by the facsimile). Since 
we are not fortunate enough to find a pair with two forms across the corpora (though a 
larger corpus might be expected to produce diachronic examples), the distributions of 
these suffixes can only be compared without regard to identical lemmas. 
The graphs in Figure 3.3 give only a weak indication of this phenomenon – the 
distribution of the suffixes is similar in both texts. GMat shows a majority of a# genitives 
(upper white sections), but a higher frequency of u# genitives in the inanimate masculine 
(the two sections labelled MI), thus already in accordance with the known tendency to 
equate u# genitives with inanimacy. WMat shows much the same distribution, with a 
slightly larger proportion of inanimate u# genitives (110:70 or 61.1% instead of 92:76 or 
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54.7%), thus the tendency is, if at all, in the direction also known from the literature 
above. Nonetheless, inanimate a# genitives remain quite wide-spread. The other a# 
genitives form two groups, the large group of genitives marking persons (MP) and the 
small group marking animate genitives (MA), both of which are regular and expected.  
 
GMat
MI, 92
MA, 6
MP, 68MI, 76
a#
u#
MI
 
WMat
MI, 110
MA, 5
MI, 70
MP, 77
a#
u#
MI
 
Fig. 3.3: Distributions of masculine genitive singular suffixes. 
3.2.3 Instrumental Plural Masculine and Neuter 
A clearer change can be seen in the instrumental plural suffixes of the neuter and 
masculine genders (rows 4-6 in Table 3.1). Here we see the loss of the old dual form (row 
6), the irregular suffix mi# being thematized14  into the regular suffix ami# from the 
pronominal and feminine nominal declensions (row 5), and the replacement of the old 
regular suffix for inst. pl. masc. and neut., which was R4y#, also by the new ami# (row 4). 
The spread of ami# at the expense of the other suffixes occurred over the course of the 
17th century (Wi(niewska, 1994: 110-111), as reflected by the different corpus 
distributions in Figure 3.4. 
The graphs confirm the disappearance of the old dual suffixes oma# and R2yma#, 
which appear only on the left. In Table 3.1 only R2yma# is found, since oma#, the hard 
stem allomorph of soft R2yma# (on soft and hard stems cf. section 3.1), has no parallel 
form with the same lemma and grammatical function. Since oma# appears only once in 
GMat, it is not surprising this correspondence is unattested, though it could certainly be 
expected, exactly as in the case of R2yma#, in a larger corpus. The last productive days 
                                                 
14 i.e. given a vocalic onset. The term ‘thematic’ refers to suffixes beginning with a vowel. Athematic 
suffixes begin with a consonant, often creating assimilations in stem final consonants they are attached to. 
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of these two dual suffixes were probably in the 16th century, but use in nouns signifying 
natural duals such as hands, eyes etc. was still the norm well into the 18th century 
(Klemensiewicz, 1999: 304). The forms are now considered archaic (Swan, 2002: 119). It 
may also be noted that other dual case forms also happen to be unattested in Table 3.1 
(there were a total of three distinct forms: nom./acc./voc.,  gen./loc. and dat./inst.); the 
gen./loc. form happens to be completely unattested in the corpus while nom./acc. dual 
appears only in the feminine r#ce ‘hands’, which is however also the petrified plural of 
the word for ‘hand’ in Modern Polish, and thus remained unchanged. 
 
GMat
R2yma#, 
3
oma#, 1
R4y#, 7
mi#, 11
ami#, 23
 
WMat
ami#, 40
mi#, 9
R4y#, 5
 
Fig. 3.4: Distributions of masculine and neuter instrumental plural suffixes. 
 
Otherwise the graphs in Figure 3.4 show only a slight decrease in mi# and R4y#. 
However, an examination of the actual instances of the old R4y# in WMat shows it to be 
limited to a petrified use in the fixed expression tymi s%owy ‘with these words’, appearing 
beside regular inst. pl. s%owami ‘words (inst.)’ with the new suffix in productive use; in 
other words the old suffix was only retained where it was lexicalized (Wi(niewska, 1994: 
110). Although it is possible to detect changes between the corpora automatically and 
also quantify them to an extent, attention must therefore always be given to the 
underlying data, which must be examined in order to ensure no artifacts are being 
produced by additional factors. The general trend is nonetheless quite clear: the 
analogical ami# suffix is gaining ground at the expense of all other suffixes and the 
disappearance of the isolated dual forms, growing from ,51% to ,74% in WMat, or even 
to ,82% if the fixed expression is disregarded. 
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3.2.4 Nominative Plural Masculine 
In row 7 of Table 3.1 we find a substitution of some nominative plurals in owie#, 
originally a u-stem ending (i.e. forming the nominative plural only of nouns whose stems 
had once ended in *u, cf. section 3.1 above), with regular endings from the o-stems: R4e# 
(for soft stems) and R4y# (for hard stems). The new endings are probably motivated by a 
restriction of the owie# ending to substantives denoting male humans (strongly supported 
by the common u-stem syn ‘son’, which is frequent, and has the etymologically ‘correct’ 
nominative plural synowie). Words not denoting male human beings, such as w&! ‘snake’ 
and naród ‘(a) people’ (which in itself denotes many people, but is not a singular male 
human substantive) were thus given the more common o-stem plurals: narody with R4y# 
(a form which already appears in GMat beside narodowie, but exclusively in WMat) and 
w#!e with R4e#. Table 3.2 gives the result of a query for lemma types showing the owie# 
suffix in both corpora; attested forms are marked with x: 
 
 
Tab. 3.2: Nominative plural masculine nouns showing the owie# suffix. 
Form Lemma G owie W owie W R4e/R4y English 
anio$owie anio$ x x  angel 
Chrystusowie Chrystus x   christ 
królowie król x x  king 
m'%owie m&% x x  husband, man 
(wiadkowie (wiadek x   witness 
synowie syn x x  son 
uczniowie ucze# x x  student 
wodzowie wódz x   leader 
budowniczowie budowniczy  x  architect, builder 
w'%owie w&% x  x snake 
narodowie naród x  x people, nation 
faryzeuszowie faryzeusz x  x Pharisee 
saduceuszowie saduceusz x  x Sadducee 
In all cases where a lemma appears with owie# in WMat, it represents a male 
human being-like entity, to the inclusion of ‘angel’ and ‘christ’. This corresponds to the 
main categories of owie# plural in Modern Polish as described by Swan: names of “male 
relations”, “deities and august rulers” and some ranks, titles and professions, especially 
when “used honorifically” (Swan, 2002: 79-80). The bottom four highlighted rows 
represent the item types whose plural forms have been changed in WMat. Among them 
are the two aforementioned cases which violated the ‘male human’ constraint, viz. 
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‘snake’ and ‘people’. The remaining two changes, ‘Pharisee’ and ‘Sadducee’, may well 
be due to the honorific force felt to be associated with owie# (as in Swan’s category 
“deities and august rulers” and the “honorific” use, cf. also the items ‘angel’, ‘christ’ and 
‘king’ in the table). Thus the Pharisees and Sadducees, which are generally seen as very 
negative in the New Testament, may have been excluded from this privileged group. 
3.2.5 Analogical Nominative-Accusative Plural Feminine i-Stems 
Three pairs attest to a substitution of the suffix for both nom. and acc. feminine plural 
from R4y# to R4e# (row 8 in Table 3.1), all from the i-stems: twarzy : twarze ‘faces’, 
mocy : moce ‘powers’ and niemocy : niemoce ‘impotences, ailments’ (the previous word 
negated with nie-). The original ending R4y#15 was replaced by R4e# in these and other 
feminines ending in soft consonants. This change occurred by analogy to the a-stems, the 
largest, most productive group of feminines, which have R4y# in the nom./acc. plural for 
hard stems, and R4e# for soft stems (Klemensiewicz et al., 1955: 298). In Modern Polish 
many such nouns take R4e#, some take the older R4y# (especially the large group of 
abstract nouns derived with the suffix o()#), and a few may still appear with either one 
(see ibid. and Swan, 2002: 46). The claim that forms with retained R4y# belong to 
common lemmas (e.g. in Swan, 2002: 46), while possibly true for Modern Polish in 
general, cannot be substantiated in WMat, as token frequencies of these lemmas show 
(i-stem forms have been isolated here by looking for feminines with a # lemma suffix): 
 
 
Tab. 3.3: Frequencies of i-stem feminine lemmas with different nom./acc. pl. suffixes in WMat. 
Lemma pos num gend suf lemsuf f(lemma) in W English 
kradzie% S pl F R4e# # 1 theft 
twarz S pl F R4e# # 3 face 
niemoc S pl F R4e# # 4 impotence, ailment 
noc S pl F R4e# # 7 night 
moc S pl F R4e# # 17 power 
pie(# S pl F R4y# # 1 song 
sie) S pl F R4y# # 4 net 
my(l S pl F R4y# # 4 thought 
wie() S pl F R4y# # 8 news 
rzecz S pl F R4y# # 12 thing 
                                                 
15 Properly speaking, R4y# can only be considered the original accusative plural ending of the i-stems 
(< *-i-ns), but already in Common Slavic times it was carried over to the nominative on the analogy of 
other feminines which had nom. pl.=acc. pl. (see Bielfeldt, 1961:137-138).  
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As Table 3.3 shows, WMat lemmas with either suffix show comparable frequencies. 
However, that R4e# has become much more widespread is clear from a comparison with 
the amount of types in GMat, where noc ‘night’ is the only i-stem noun to show R4e#: 
 
Lemma Pos num gend suf lemsuf f(lemma) in G English 
noc S pl F R4e# # 8 night 
maj'tno() S pl F R4y# # 2 possession 
pie(# S pl F R4y# # 2 song 
sie) S pl F R4y# # 3 net 
twarz S pl F R4y# # 4 face 
my(l S pl F R4y# # 4 thought 
niemoc S pl F R4y# # 4 impotence, ailment 
wie() S pl F R4y# # 7 news 
ciemno() S pl F R4y# # 8 darkness 
rzecz S pl F R4y# # 16 thing 
moc S pl F R4y# # 17 power 
Tab. 3.4: Frequencies of i-stem feminine lemmas with different nom./acc. pl. suffixes in GMat. 
 
This change has therefore been recognized automatically with ease, but the 
phenomenon’s token-frequencies are somewhat at odds with a traditional grammatical 
description. This is likely due to the nature of the Bible text and the textual medium in 
general: token frequency in written general language may well have a strong effect on the 
retention or replacement of irregular suffixes, but the influence of spoken language in this 
is far more crucial, especially for earlier periods with less literacy. Thus the word ‘power’ 
may be more frequent than ‘thing’ in the Gospel of Matthew, but this is unlikely to be 
true in general. However type counts do reveal the progressive takeover of the new suffix 
of more and more lemmas quite clearly, also independently of lemmas appearing in 
parallel, from 1/11 types in GMat to 5/10 in WMat. 
3.3 Overview of Systematic Nominal Suffix Workloads 
Another way of investigating inflectional morphology is to examine not which suffixes 
signify a grammatical category (e.g. changes in the suffixes expressing genitive or 
instrumental masculine), but rather, in the spirit of Jespersen’s Systematic Grammar 
(1924: 30-57), to ask what roles each suffix plays in the language. Again the discussion 
will be limited here to the suffixes of common nouns. Figure 3.5 gives the frequency of 
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each of the major nominal suffixes (very rare irregular suffixes, scoring less than 10 hits 
in both corpora, have not been considered), and how often they express which cases.  
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Fig. 3.5: Distribution of nominal suffixes and cases in both corpora. 
 
The overall similarity of the distributions despite the limited size of the corpus 
stems from the fact that both texts share essentially the same content, but there are some 
subtle differences. For example, the development of the masculine personal plural 
discussed in section 3.2.1 can be seen in the bar for the suffix ów# (seventh bar from the 
top): the proportion of accusatives grows substantially here (the white part of the bar). 
The corresponding drop in the older, ousted R4e# accusatives, which one would expect, 
is partly obscured by the development of the previously discussed feminine i-stem plural 
in R4e# (section 3.2.5), but a small drop in R4y# accusatives (the soft allomorph of the 
ousted suffix) is actually present, from 137 to 114. 
 We can also notice that the suffixes marking the instrumental are all 
unambiguous (solid black bars) except for R4y#: the suffixes &#, ami#, mi# and R4em# 
mark only the instrumental, and the instrumental would be marked only by them, if not 
for the tiny black sliver in the R4y# bar (third from the top). This explains the pressure to 
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lose this ending as mentioned in section 3.2.3, which has made the instrumental an 
unambiguous category in the modern nominal declension. 
The most ambiguous forms are the nominative, accusative and genitive in # (the 
‘zero’ suffix) and a#. These are the most common grammatical cases, also typically 
marked by the shortest, least complex suffixes. This fits the long standing hypothesis that 
the lower informativity of common categories is correlated with the simplification and 
truncation of their phonological expression (for an analysis of Indo-European 
morphology along these lines see Martinet, 1962: 149-154). Most ambiguities involving 
these suffixes are resolved through nouns’ genders and number: a# serves for nom. in the 
feminine singular and nom. and acc. in the neuter plural, while it signifies genitive in the 
neuter singular. # signifies nominative for singular masculines, but genitive in the 
feminine and neuter plural. Thus the only possibly problematic ambiguity, given that 
speakers easily recognize the gender of a noun, is the neuter genitive singular versus 
nominative/accusative plural (the syncretism of nom. and acc. in all neuter forms is 
systemic, as in all Indo-European languages). This ambiguity can usually be resolved 
syntactically (e.g. through congruence, argument structure, etc.). If there were an 
alternative, somewhat frequent neuter form for either category we might still expect it to 
gain dominance, but such a form does not exist at present, leaving the ambiguity in place. 
The decline and restriction of the masculine nominative/vocative plural in owie# 
and the corresponding rise of R1y# in these functions may correspond to actual historical 
phenomena (Rospond, 2003: 131-132), but are only noticeable in the graphs on account 
of the frequent lemmas ‘Pharisee’ and ‘Saducee’, which have lost the owie# suffix. This 
finding underscores the problem of content related lexical bias in a small corpus, and 
should therefore be interpreted carefully. Nonetheless, the lemma type counts, 
irrespective of the infrequent lemmas behind them, have also shown owie# to have 
become more restricted in WMat (12 lemmas in G vs. 6 in W, cf. section 3.2.4), and this 
process can be correctly identified in the end. 
A point that was previously impossible to identify is the increase in the use of the 
locative singular in R1e# (from 107 instances to 160). Since this change does not involve 
the substitution of a suffix marking the same form it could not be identified by the suffix 
change query in section 3.2. The reasons for this distributional change seem to be varied, 
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but in any case relate to more use of the locative: one is a preference for the static 
locative in WMat over the dynamic accusative in GMat (e.g. G: na wschód ‘(we saw his 
star) towards the West’ versus W: na Wschodzie ‘in the West’, Mat. 2:2), another is the 
use of the temporal genitive in the old corpus and a prepositional locative in the new (G: 
onej!e godziny, lit. ‘of that hour’ versus W: w tej godzinie ‘in that hour’, Mat. 8:13). This 
sort of finding, which can easily be missed by concentrating on outward changes in 
individual forms, is a good example of the kind of directions a corpus-based 
distributional examination can reveal for study. However at this stage, insight into the 
causes and meaning of such phenomena can only be gained by manually examining their 
occurrences. More advanced methods for detecting the nature of changes will be 
discussed in the following two chapters. 
3.4 Summary and Evaluation 
In this chapter I have reviewed the changes in nominal inflectional morphology as 
evidenced by differences in the suffix annotation of the parallel corpora, and discussed 
and compared them with traditional accounts of the development of Polish morphology in 
historical grammars. Section 3.2 concentrated on evidence pointed out by the query in 
Table 3.1, which was able to automatically identify the existence of historical processes 
in suffixal morphology by comparing minimal pairs of tokens, with identical annotations 
except for their suffix fields. Subsequent examinations of the corpus distributions of these 
variant suffixes were additionally able to quantitatively substantiate these changes, and 
give an idea of their relative importance within a grammatical category.  
In section 3.3 I took advantage of the high comparability of case distributions in 
the corpora to create the graphic representations in Figure 3.5 and their analyses in terms 
of differences in nominal inflectional morphology. In several cases, the same facts as in 
section 3.2 could be revealed from a different angle, such as the appearance of the 
masculine personal plural genitive-accusative. The analysis of all suffixes in the context 
of other suffixes has the additional power to discover distributional phenomena that don’t 
produce pairs of parallel items with different forms, such as the increase in the use of the 
locative singular in R1e#. It also gives an overview dimension to the analysis which helps 
in identifying phenomena involving the functional load of morphological markers and 
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their possible motivation, as in the identification of the isolated status of the ambiguous 
instrumental plural suffix R4y#. The results overall show a system stabilizing after 
syncretism and the disuse of some inflectional classes have left substantial ambiguity. 
Surviving forms from older inflectional patterns are harnessed to create more systematic 
distinctions between the genders and cases, leading to less ambiguity, and to declensions 
incorporating the natural semantic categories of sex and animacy (masculine personal, 
animate and inanimate) on top of the old grammatical one of arbitrary gender.  
Evaluating the accuracy of the results is in some respects difficult, since it is not 
clear what one expects to find in a study of morphological inflection. As far as precision 
is concerned, it seems clear that every one of the results in Table 3.1 corresponds to a real 
change in nominal morphology – if digitization and tagging errors can be ruled out, it is 
obvious that two suffixes for the same form are interesting, and demand an explanation. 
However, automatic queries cannot deliver an interpretation of these results. The most 
extreme case illustrating this problem is the accusative masculine personal suffix # for 
m&! ‘husband’ on line 9 of Table 3.1: this form was by no means regular or productive in 
either period of this corpus, and represents a frozen relict in the fixed expression wyj"$ za 
m&! ‘to marry (a man)’. This is however indistinguishable from other, productive changes 
that are observed, except in the low token and especially type frequency (the latter is = 1). 
Yet no clear cut criterion can be given for this distinction. Other findings range from 
pervasive regular changes (e.g. the MP accusative plural, section 3.2.1) to widespread but 
irregular (e.g. loss of owie# plural, section 3.2.4). Results are thus 100% ‘precise’ for the 
distinction ‘change : no change’ (perhaps with the exception of ‘to marry (a man)’), but 
not as fine-grained as one could wish. 
As for recall, the question of what one expects to find is even more complex. In 
terms of inflectional tables, we find most of the changes in the major inflectional classes: 
in the o-stem masculines and neuters, development of the plural instrumental and MP 
accusative (hard and soft) are recognized, as well as the alternate nominative plural and 
genitive singular forms in the masculine. The feminine a-stems underwent no changes 
between the two stages, but the i-stem nominative/accusative plurals did, which was 
successfully detected. The only changes not detected concern some of the dual forms, 
which were already becoming obsolete in Middle Polish: the death of the dual 
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instrumental suffix in natural duals was only partly identified in row 6 of Table 3.1, 
where an old soft instrumental form uszyma ‘with (both) ears’ was found. The 
corresponding hard forms in oma# (e.g. r#koma ‘with (both) hands’) was only recognized 
in the examination of the distributions in Figure 3.4, where the hard oma# suffix appears 
only in the GMat graph, but not in WMat. The other two dual case forms are not found, 
since they appear only in natural duals even in Middle Polish, necessitating a sentence 
with ‘hands’, ‘eyes’ etc. in the appropriate case. As mentioned in section 3.2.3, the only 
such instances in the corpus have the nom./acc. pl. of the word for ‘hands’, which is r#ce, 
which happens to be the only regularly preserved dual form in Modern Polish, and is thus 
not detected as a change. There is thus some indication of the death of the dual forms in 
Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4, but its limited extent is a direct result of the underlying corpus. 
Otherwise, it has been possible to detect all the changes one would expect to find in light 
of historical grammars. 
While the trends in this corpus thus seem to be generally in line with traditional 
descriptions, it would have been desirable to compare changes in the distributions of 
suffixes across language stages with larger monolingual corpora. Because of the lack of a 
comparable electronic Middle Polish corpus, this has not been possible. Although the 
sublanguage of both Polimatth corpora can undoubtedly be expected to differ somewhat 
from the general language quantitatively in many respects, future studies on small, 
parallel diachronic corpora could still greatly benefit from such a corpus for comparison, 
especially if it would provide normalized forms to facilitate comparisons. This direction 
holds the most exciting prospects, because it promises not only to try and replicate results 
from traditional studies based on empirical and reproducible data and methods, but also 
to enrich our knowledge further with quantitative accounts of diachronic change. At this 
point, however, quantitative results are limited to the scope of a case study, and it is only 
possible to evaluate the search for morphological change in this chapter in terms of a 
qualitative ‘binary’ detection of which suffixes underwent change. To this extent, the 
findings seem to provide good accuracy for the inventory of nominal morphology 
changes, but their significance can only be understood in the context of the actual data 
standing behind changed pairs, including token frequencies for suffixes, but also the 
identities and semantic extensions (e.g. human male) of lemma types they are attached to. 
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4 Changes in Verbal Lexis and Word Formation 
In this chapter, I will apply cooccurrence measures across parallel corpora in order to 
extract relationships between lexical items in both language stages. My goal will be to 
automatically create a concordance of the best WMat correspondence for each verbal 
lemma in GMat, and to identify and classify different categories of corresponding pairs 
on corpus-based criteria, with as little human intervention as possible. In this 
classification, I will be particularly interested in identifying correspondences that exhibit 
changes in verbal word formation. The envisioned end product of this investigation is a 
proportional case study representation of the lexical similarities and differences of verbal 
items between the two diachronically disparate parallel texts. As the results below will 
show, verbal lexis often remains constant across texts – most often completely, i.e. verb 
pairs have identical lemmas, but sometimes partly, e.g. using a common root in different 
lemmas, or especially often, having the same stem and differing only in prefixes.  
4.1 Choosing Items 
As already mentioned in section 1.3, cooccurrence measures can be used to find items 
which appear in parallel aligned section consistently, forming likely candidates to be 
translations of each other in a translation corpus. In theory, items can be word forms, 
lemmas, or even morphological or syntactic features depending on the research question 
being asked. Because of the rich inflection in Polish, I will use lemma itemization, and 
not word forms. However, since often single tokens may be paralleled (or in a sense 
‘translated’) by multiple tokens, it is necessary to decide how many tokens to consider in 
forming ‘items’. In order to do so, I will use the notion of collocations. Collocations are 
understood as sequences of multiple tokens whose semantic or syntactic properties 
cannot be predicted from their components (Evert, 2005: 17), and which crucially in this 
context, may therefore have their own corresponding translations independently of their 
components. To identify collocations in each corpus I will use the z-score (Berry-Rogghe, 
1973), a well established measure which has the advantage of applying to both 
contiguous and non-contiguous token sequences (for an evaluation of the z-score against 
other measures see Pearce, 2002). The measure is calculated as follows (Oakes, 1998: 
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163-166): Given two items a and b, which appear A and B times respectively in a corpus 
of N items, including C times in which they appear in the span of S items from each other 
(i.e. in collocation), the probability of b appearing where a does not appear in the span is 
p (on the left in Figure 4.1), and the expected number of cooccurrences is given by E(c) 
(in the middle). The z-score (on the right) determines whether the discrepancy between C 
and its expected value is statistically significant (z > 2.576 for a 1% significance level):  
 
 
Fig. 4.1: Formulas for p, E(c) and the z-score. 
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I compute this measure using SQL, by joining one corpus table onto itself using 
consecutive token identifiers within a span of 2 items (an arbitrarily chosen span with 
easily manageable size) as the join property. This produces a table of all possible pairs of 
items appearing within a span S=2. I then use a query on the resulting table to count 
distinct pairs, giving C, and compute z in a further query using type counts from the 
corpus for A and B. This process is repeated for both corpora, and results appearing less 
than twice or containing punctuation are heuristically filtered out. The result is a z-score 
for each two collocation candidates appearing in the corpus within S=2 (see Table 4.1). 
 
a b A B C p E(C) z 
przedni kap%an 18 28 18 0.001181434 0.0425316455696 87.1255863013012
syn na 101 229 3 0.009696405 1.9586738366431 0.747689946817026
Tab. 4.1: z-score of collocation candidates in GMat. 
 
The first entry in the table, with the lemmas przedni ‘front’ and kap%an ‘priest’, receives a 
high z-score, since the appearance of przedni conditions the following kap%an in this 
corpus (A=C=18). This is because they often appear together in the phrase przedniejszy 
kap%an ‘foremost priest’. The coincidental sequence in the second entry, syn ‘son’ and na 
‘on’, receives a low score. Note that this collocation extraction method is quite crude, 
putting recall before precision; many collocations are a direct result of the small corpus 
size and its specific language (e.g. the fact that ‘foremost priest’ is a significant 
collocation, which may not hold for the general language).  
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4.2 Identifying Parallels 
Once the list of collocations is established, the correlations between items in parallel 
sections can be tested across the corpora. For this purpose I will use Daille’s (1995: 36-
37) Cubic Association Ratio (sometimes called mutual information cubed, or MI3 for 
short) which seems to perform well, though another measure tested, Log Likelihood 
(Dunning, 1993), has shown very similar, though subjectively slightly worse results. MI3 
gives a score between plus and minus infinity of how likely we are to find item b in a 
parallel section given that item a appears in the source section. To compute it, all items 
that appear in parallel aligned sections must be paired in all possible configurations, i.e. 
the first item in the first verse is paired with each item in the parallel version of the first 
verse, then likewise for the second item in the first verse, and so on for all verses. Note 
that for each item, parallels are drawn only from the same verse. Given the total amount 
of pairs f(a) in which a appears, the amount of pairs f(b) in which b appear, and f(a&b), 
the amount of pairs where both appear, MI3 is given by 32log ( ( & ) ( ) ( ))f a b N f a f b# #  
where N is the total amount of pairs (see also Oakes, 1998: 170-172). Computing MI3 
directly from the corpora can again be done using SQL – the two tables containing both 
corpora are joined on parallel verse identifiers, producing the desired pairing of all 
parallel items with the same verse identifier. Punctuation and other token-types with a 
frequency of more than 1% in either corpus (e.g. “function words” like ‘and’ etc.) are of 
no direct interest for this lexical study, and their entries are therefore eliminated.  
This procedure results in a table listing the association strength between each two 
lemmas or collocations that appear in parallel aligned sections (see Table 4.2). Because 
of the similarity of the texts in the corpus, as well as the normalized orthography, 
matching items may often be identical (row 1). Also, collocations may match with single 
lemmas (row 2): the lemmas przedni ‘front’ and kap%an ‘priest’ from the collocation 
example in section 4.1 are paralleled in the new corpus by the single lemma arcykap%an 
‘archpriest’.  
Row a (GMat) b (WMat) Sense A B C MI3 
1 s%owo s%owo word 343 585 24 14.001 
2 przedni kap%an arcykap%an chief priest 441 237 19 13.931 
Tab. 4.2: Matching lemmas and collocations between corpora. 
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4.3 Changes in Verbs and Verb Substitution Types 
The following sections deal with an examination and classification of correspondences 
between verbal lemmas across the corpora as they appear in the concordance illustrated 
in Table 4.2. The correspondence classes will be described first, followed by the methods 
for their acquisition, while the relative proportions of the different resulting classes will 
be shown and discussed in the summary in section 4.4. As a most basic classification, I 
will distinguish between verbal lemmas that are paralleled by other verbal lemmas and 
verbal lemmas that are paralleled by non-verbal lemmas. In the latter case, we may find 
that the best MI3 correspondence of a verbal lemma is for example a noun, adjective or 
collocation. If a verbal lemma is paralleled by another verbal lemma, the two lemmas 
may be identical, forming the class of unchanged verbal lemmas. If there is a non-
identical verb-verb correspondence, we may find that a verb has been substituted by a 
completely unrelated verb. In many cases, however, only a part of the verb is substituted, 
in which case we can check which parts of the lemma have been replaced, such as 
prefixes but not the stem or the stem but not prefixes, or even parts of the stem, such as 
changes in suffixes or vowel gradation, which can produce a new lemma from the same 
root (i.e. the abstract lexical morpheme from which verb stems are formed). As we shall 
see in section 4.3.2, even the rules for combining these elements may change. Figure 4.2 
illustrates different types of verb-verb partial correspondences with some basic examples. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2: Examples of corresponding verb pairs with different parts substituted. 
 GMat  WMat 
Prefix change:  na-"mia$  :  wy-"mia$  ‘ridicule’ 
at-laugh     out-laugh 
Stem change: wy-gna$  :  wy-p#dzi$  ‘drive out’ 
out-chase  out-rush 
Suffix change: za-bie!e$ : za-biec  ‘run across’ (both from root bieg) 
beyond-run  beyond-run 
 
By classifying verb correspondences I will attempt to give a picture of how much has 
changed between the two texts in terms of verbal lexis, and what sorts of change are most 
prevalent. Partial changes are of particular interest in that they affect a larger portion of 
the lexicon by renegotiating the linguistic value of the prefixes and stems in question, 
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which may be used in many different lemmas, and at the same time influencing all the 
other prefixes and stems in opposition to them (particularly the other elements involved 
in the substitution in that instance).  
In order to find what has changed from the diachronic perspective of the verbs in 
the older text, I will filter the item concordance produced in section 4.2 to show the best 
MI3 correspondence of all verbal lemmas in GMat. If multiple parallels have identical 
MI3 scores but one is a pair of identical lemmas, I assume this is the best parallel (the 
null hypothesis is that no change has occurred). This simplification ignores polysemy, or 
more accurately in this paradigm, the case where one verb may have multiple parallels in 
different contexts. I will only be considering the single most consistent match for each 
lemma, the reason being that the limited context offered by this small corpus is 
insufficient to distinguish senses on corpus data alone. A sense-annotated corpus could in 
theory be used to regard different senses of verbs as distinct lemmas (for further 
discussion see section 4.4).  
It is important to make the fact explicit that changes such as the substitution of 
prefixes etc. may also modify the meaning of a verb to such an extent that a pair found to 
correspond is only parallel in a particular use or sense. In treating a pair as parallel I 
assume a measure of semantic uniformity between the texts by virtue of their forming a 
parallel corpus: the statistically soundest matching pair only means that one item was 
most consistently chosen over the other in the context of this corpus, be it for reasons of a 
total ousting of the old form through language change or merely stylistic variation 
between competing items (cf. section 1.3).  
In order to help categorize the retrieved pairs I will use some additional 
information and a number of functions. Firstly, I will use part-of-speech information in 
order to distinguish between verb-verb and other correspondences. Secondly, I will 
compute Levenshtein Distance (LD, Levenshtein, 1966) between each two items. This 
string similarity measure checks how many character insert, delete or replace operations 
are required to transform one string into another. For example, in order to transform the 
item na"mia$ in Figure 4.2 above into its parallel wy"mia$, the first two characters must 
be replaced, resulting in LD=2. Items with zero LD are identical, and represent non-
change of a lemma. High LD is characteristic of total replacement of a lemma, probably 
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including the root, while low values signify a partial change. I will also check where the 
difference between lemmas is: at the left of the strings (possible prefix change), at the 
right (stem change), or both. I define two sets of functions for this purpose: 
LeftChangeIndex and RightChangeIndex, which return for each lemma the amount of 
characters left in a string once the first difference has been detected, starting from the left 
and from the right respectively; and LeftIdentIndex and RightIdentIndex, which return the 
amount of identical characters on either end of the strings. Table 4.3 illustrates some pairs 
and the values of these functions. 
 
a (GMat) b (WMat) Sense MI3 LD LId RId aLC aRC bLC bRC
obwarowa$ zabezpieczy$ guard 10.357 10 0 1 9 8 12 11
pe%ni$ spe%nia$ fulfil 10.575 2 0 1 6 5 8 7
pogrze"$ pogrzeba$ bury 12.365 2 6 1 2 7 3 8
zadziwi$ zdziwi$ amaze 11.302 1 1 6 7 2 6 1
wzi&$ wzi&$ take 15.513 0 5 5 0 0 0 0
Tab. 4.3: Examples of verb change types with string comparison measures. High LD indicates 
total replacement, LD=0 means the lemma was retained. Low LD signals partial change, in 
prefix and suffix, suffix only or prefix only (middle 3 rows). 
 
4.3.1 Retained Verbal Lemmas 
The simplest class of verbs to identify is the group of unchanged verbs. To find these the 
distinct GMat lemmas are counted whose best match is the same lemma in WMat. This 
can be done by specifying that both lemma fields must be identical (a=b), or by looking 
for zero Levenshtein distance. There are a total of 354 such verbs, which may be found in 
Table 4.4 across the next pages (in order to save space, only the single lemma and the 
MI3 rating with which it matches the same lemma are given). 
 
Lemma MI3 Lemma MI3 Lemma MI3 Lemma MI3 Lemma MI3 
by$ 23.6 wyda$ 13.8 zadusi$ 12.2 sprzedawa$ 11.1 pami#ta$ 10.2 
przyjmowa$ 17.7 wygania$ 13.7 pocieszy$ 12.2 si&"$ 11.1 wzywa$ 10.2 
mie$ 17.4 usidli$ 13.7 rozpu"ci$ 12.2 nasyci$ 11.1 zdobi$ 10.2 
przysi&c 17.2 rozsypywa$ 13.7 prze"ladowa$ 12.1 wjecha$ 11.1 od%&cza$ 10.1 
mówi$ 16.9 pozdrawia$ 13.7 oskar!y$ 12.1 do%ama$ 11.1 zdumiewa$ 10.1 
przysi#ga$ 16.6 ukrzy!owa$ 13.7 przybli!y$ 12.1 pali$ 11.1 uciec 10.1 
pi$ 16.6 bi$ 13.6 pozna$ 12.1 zagasi$ 11.1 wys%ucha$ 10.1 
przyj"$ 16.4 cudzo%o!y$ 13.6 wytrwa$ 12.1 ukaza$ 11.1 spali$ 10.0 
zgorszy$ 16.1 szemra$ 13.5 uwolni$ 12.1 radowa$ 11.0 zgromadzi$ 9.9 
mi%owa$ 16.1 sk%oni$ 13.5 umrze$ 12.1 chodzi$ 11.0 obcina$ 9.9 
us%ucha$ 16.0 przyodzia$ 13.5 dawa$ 12.1 wrzuci$ 11.0 przechodzi$ 9.9 
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móc 16.0 zab%&ka$ 13.5 siedzie$ 12.0 gromi$ 11.0 pot#pi$ 9.9 
uczyni$ 16.0 spa$ 13.5 upodoba$ 12.0 posia$ 11.0 zadusza$ 9.9 
czyni$ 16.0 zgrzyta$ 13.3 op#ta$ 12.0 postawi$ 11.0 najmowa$ 9.8 
chcie$ 15.9 zna$ 13.3 le!e$ 12.0 obchodzi$ 11.0 odwi&za$ 9.8 
prosi$ 15.9 pos%a$ 13.2 blu(ni$ 12.0 przejrze$ 11.0 uwi&za$ 9.8 
s%u!y$ 15.9 uzdrawia$ 13.2 przenie"$ 12.0 wy%&czy$ 11.0 !a%owa$ 9.8 
uwierzy$ 15.9 wychodzi$ 13.2 z%orzeczy$ 11.9 mniema$ 10.9 przyodziewa$ 9.7 
da$ 15.8 dost&pi$ 13.2 wy%o!y$ 11.9 odwraca$ 10.9 za$mi$ 9.7 
widzie$ 15.6 trwo!y$ 13.2 policzkowa$ 11.9 po!yczy$ 10.9 uchwyci$ 9.6 
odpowiada$ 15.6 uderzy$ 13.2 s%a$ 11.9 "wi#ci$ 10.9 odwali$ 9.6 
wzi&$ 15.5 milcze$ 13.2 ufa$ 11.9 rozej"$ 10.9 pojedna$ 9.6 
odpu"ci$ 15.5 zgrzeszy$ 13.1 znajdowa$ 11.9 naj&$ 10.8 za%o!y$ 9.6 
s%ysze$ 15.4 odda$ 13.1 musie$ 11.9 stworzy$ 10.8 podnie"$ 9.6 
modli$ 15.3 znosi$ 13.1 wpa"$ 11.9 ubiczowa$ 10.8 min&$ 9.6 
je"$ 15.3 prorokowa$ 13.0 przywie"$ 11.8 obróci$ 10.8 nape%ni$ 9.6 
poni!a$ 15.3 podepta$ 13.0 doko)czy$ 11.7 odjecha$ 10.8 ochrzci$ 9.5 
wywy!sza$ 15.3 %akn&$ 13.0 kupi$ 11.7 oszacowa$ 10.8 rozwala$ 9.5 
zaprze$ 15.2 odebra$ 13.0 zatrwo!y$ 11.7 porywa$ 10.8 biczowa$ 9.5 
i"$ 15.2 napisa$ 13.0 kaza$ 11.7 przemieni$ 10.8 ogrodzi$ 9.5 
zwie"$ 15.0 pozdrowi$ 13.0 odchodzi$ 11.7 wykopa$ 10.8 wkopa$ 9.5 
pot#pia$ 14.9 "ci&$ 13.0 rozprasza$ 11.7 !eni$ 10.8 przej"$ 9.5 
rozwi&za$ 14.9 przykaza$ 12.9 zapia$ 11.7 umie$ 10.8 prze%o!y$ 9.5 
zabi$ 14.8 wo%a$ 12.9 pojma$ 11.7 zakry$ 10.8 bra$ 9.5 
powiada$ 14.8 gardzi$ 12.9 rozumie$ 11.7 ton&$ 10.7 przy%o!y$ 9.4 
wype%ni$ 14.8 zgin&$ 12.9 wierzy$ 11.7 zl&c 10.7 wielbi$ 9.4 
nie"$ 14.8 kra"$ 12.9 obfitowa$ 11.6 rwa$ 10.7 wys%awia$ 9.4 
wraca$ 14.8 ukra"$ 12.8 zgromi$ 11.6 stawia$ 10.7 pope%ni$ 9.4 
opu"ci$ 14.8 zwykn&$ 12.8 zbawi$ 11.6 wyk%ada$ 10.7 wschodzi$ 9.4 
us%ysze$ 14.8 znale($ 12.8 k%a"$ 11.6 zapala$ 10.7 od%&czy$ 9.4 
powiedzie$ 14.8 szuka$ 12.7 przest#powa$ 11.6 pokaza$ 10.6 uj"$ 9.4 
b%ogos%awi$ 14.7 ur&ga$ 12.7 uschn&$ 11.5 przepowiedzie$ 10.6 upada$ 9.3 
przymusza$ 14.7 zasmuci$ 12.7 skosztowa$ 11.5 krzykn&$ 10.6 uple"$ 9.3 
wyj&$ 14.7 poca%owa$ 12.7 zmiesza$ 11.5 dostawa$ 10.6 nadstawi$ 9.3 
przyst&pi$ 14.7 zabija$ 12.7 %ama$ 11.5 mierzy$ 10.6 p%aka$ 9.3 
wiedzie$ 14.7 chrzci$ 12.7 b%&dzi$ 11.5 odje!d!a$ 10.6 przemóc 9.3 
dotkn&$ 14.6 odpowiedzie$ 12.6 czerwieni$ 11.5 odmierzy$ 10.6 rozkazywa$ 9.3 
sta$ 14.6 pokutowa$ 12.6 przylecie$ 11.5 przypatrywa$ 10.6 utopi$ 9.2 
przemin&$ 14.5 przeprawi$ 12.6 rozkaza$ 11.5 wyla$ 10.5 zawiesi$ 9.2 
upa"$ 14.5 wspomnie$ 12.6 przestrzega$ 11.5 obci&!y$ 10.5 pozyska$ 9.2 
wypu"ci$ 14.4 karmi$ 12.5 "wiadczy$ 11.4 gasn&$ 10.5 przebywa$ 9.2 
wyci&gn&$ 14.4 przychodzi$ 12.5 po!&da$ 11.4 prz&"$ 10.5 zabrania$ 9.1 
zwi&za$ 14.4 strzec 12.5 czci$ 11.4 rosn&$ 10.5 odpoczywa$ 9.1 
s%ucha$ 14.4 nawróci$ 12.5 zostawi$ 11.4 roz%&cza$ 10.5 rodzi$ 9.1 
wyzna$ 14.2 ozi#bn&$ 12.5 plu$ 11.4 z%&czy$ 10.5 po!era$ 9.1 
skróci$ 14.2 po%yka$ 12.5 uj&$ 11.4 chwali$ 10.5 pob%ogos%awi$ 9.0 
po"ci$ 14.1 powiesi$ 12.5 uni!y$ 11.4 gorszy$ 10.4 pobiela$ 8.9 
oczy"ci$ 14.1 przecedza$ 12.5 wypuszcza$ 11.4 odpuszcza$ 10.4 przylatywa$ 8.9 
wchodzi$ 14.1 rozmno!y$ 12.5 troszczy$ 11.4 podzi#kowa$ 10.4 soli$ 8.9 
odej"$ 14.1 zebra$ 12.5 zbudowa$ 11.3 wyrzuci$ 10.4 zwietrze$ 8.9 
ba$ 14.1 zwa$ 12.4 w%o!y$ 11.3 spostrzec 10.4 pomaga$ 8.8 
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czyta$ 14.1 wezwa$ 12.4 przynie"$ 11.3 zagarnia$ 10.4 wzbudzi$ 8.8 
uzdrowi$ 14.1 zbiera$ 12.4 kupowa$ 11.3 zapu"ci$ 10.4 obej"$ 8.8 
kusi$ 14.0 zmartwychwsta$ 12.3 sprzeciwia$ 11.3 "wieci$ 10.3 o!y$ 8.7 
ujrze$ 14.0 potrzebowa$ 12.3 w&tpi$ 11.2 umy$ 10.3 skona$ 8.7 
przyj&$ 13.9 ko%ata$ 12.3 zaprosi$ 11.2 dr#czy$ 10.3 królowa$ 8.5 
otworzy$ 13.9 policzy$ 12.3 gra$ 11.2 !&$ 10.3 wyst&pi$ 8.5 
pój"$ 13.9 nazwa$ 12.3 "piewa$ 11.2 wesele$ 10.3 nakarmi$ 8.4 
s&dzi$ 13.9 napoi$ 12.3 pochodzi$ 11.2 wi&za$ 10.2 odbiera$ 8.4 
ratowa$ 13.9 mle$ 12.2 powsta$ 11.2 objawi$ 10.2 gniewa$ 7.6 
wsta$ 13.8 rozs%awi$ 12.2 wybra$ 11.2 posy%a$ 10.2     
Tab. 4.4: Query results for verbal lemmas best matching the same lemma. 
 
The large number of verbs matching themselves is an indication of the relative accuracy 
of the performance of the correlation measure MI3 in this corpus, since identical matches 
are essentially certain to be correct parallels. The meaning of the large number of 
identical pairs will be discussed in section 4.4. In the following sub-sections, I will 
classify the remaining verbs, which have non-identical pairs. 
4.3.2 Prefix Changes 
Pairs exhibiting prefix change will have strings that are identical, except for some part of 
the string on the left side. A single Polish prefix can be between 1 character (o- in 
o-budzi$ ‘to rouse’) and 4 characters long (przy- in przy-wo%a$ ‘to call, summon’), and 
although multiple prefixes can reach a combined length longer than 4 (e.g. roz- + po- in 
roz-po-godzi$ ‘clear up’), it will be assumed for the moment that prefixes occupy no 
more than these first 4 characters. Beyond the prefixes, the verb must have a stem left 
over which is at least one syllable long, with the minimal structure CVC, where the last C 
is occupied by the infinitive suffix <)> (realized as <c> for stems ending with an 
underlying velar consonant). This means each lemma pair in this class must end with at 
least 3 identical characters 16 . The criteria for a prefix change are therefore set at 
RightChangeIndex < 5 in both lemmas (the space occupied by the prefixes), and 
LeftIdentIndex > 2, which is required in order to show the identical verb stem. Table 4.5 
shows the result of a query for prefix substitutions using these criteria. The suggested 
different prefixes (marked in bold) are extracted automatically by taking the first 
RightChangeIndex number of characters on the left of the respective lemma field.  
                                                 
16 This also applies to the stem of i"$/-j"$ ‘go’, which exceptionally violates the minimal CVC structure. 
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The 58 results can be divided into 3 groups. The last six rows represent errors 
which stem from similar looking verbs not actually exhibiting a prefix change. One pair 
na-%ama$ ‘crack’ : do-%ama$ ‘break’ does differ in prefix only, but the match is incorrect: 
though similar in meaning and appearing together in the text, the correct match as far as 
the parallel text is concerned is found with an equal score further up the list: na-%ama$ : 
nad-%ama$. The correct pair sm#ci$ : smuci$, both ‘to mourn’, actually represents the 
same word etymologically, but the latter is a Czech loan, with a typical /u/ for the nasal 
/'/ (cf. Siatkowski, 1970: 13); nonetheless, sm#- and smu- are not prefixes, and no prefix 
change is involved. zmi%owa$ : zlitowa$ ‘pity’ is also a correct pair with coincidentally 
similar endings and no prefix change. The remaining errors are match errors.  
The other 52 verb pairs truly differ only in prefixes (including the borderline case 
d-ufa$ : za-ufa$ ‘to believe, trust’, where the verbs are related, and the new lemma has 
added a prefix, but the old lemma’s initial d- is not a transparent prefix), producing a 
G lemma W lemma Sense MI3 
wynij"$ wyj"$ go out 15.24
wnij"$ wej"$ go in 14.35
pa"$ upa"$ fall 13.57
pocz&$ zacz&$ begin 13.22
skry$ ukry$ hide 12.80
stawi$ wystawi$ stand (vt.) 12.70
uwin&$ owin&$ wrap 12.69
wzrosn&$ wyrosn&$ grow 12.25
obudzi$ zbudzi$ wake up 12.11
przyda$ doda$ add 12.08
za"piewa$ od"piewa$ sing 11.88
po"wi#ca$ u"wi#ca$ consecrate 11.76
poprzedzi$ wyprzedzi$ precede 11.73
na"mia$ wy"mia$ ridicule 11.69
nagotowa$ przygotowa$ prepare 11.62
os%awi$ znies%awi$ dishonor 11.52
narodzi$ urodzi$ be born 11.34
zadziwi$ zdziwi$ amaze 11.30
pada$ spada$ fall 11.25
na%ama$ nad%ama$ crack 11.08
ubi$ zbi$ beat up 11.08
strudzi$ utrudzi$ tire 10.95
spyta$ zapyta$ ask 10.93
usi&"$ zasi&"$ sit down 10.85
na"miewa$ wy"miewa$ ridicule 10.82
okrywa$ przykrywa$ cover 10.58
przy%&czy$ po%&czy$ join 10.46
umie"$ wymie"$ sweep 10.37
wsia$ zasia$ sow 10.37
G lemma W lemma Sense MI3 
dufa$ zaufa$ believe 10.35
urosn&$ podrosn&$ grow 10.00
zwo%a$ przywo%a$ convene 9.90
wejrze$ spojrze$ glance 9.89
wyrozumie$ zrozumie$ understand 9.81
odnie"$ zanie"$ carry 9.68
otrz&sn&$ strz&sn&$ shake off 9.61
zawo%a$ przywo%a$ call 9.53
rozszerza$ poszerza$ widen 9.37
zgotowa$ przygotowa$ prepare 9.08
zamy"la$ rozmy"la$ ponder 8.69
przeklina$ zaklina$ curse 8.31
pokala$ kala$ defile 15.77
!&da$ za!&da$ desire 13.98
zapiecz#towa$ piecz#towa$ seal 12.28
dr!e$ zadr!e$ tremble 12.25
macza$ umacza$ wet 11.88
zrozumie$ rozumie$ understand 11.71
wia$ powia$ blow 11.20
podoba$ spodoba$ please 10.70
trz&"$ zatrz&"$ shake 10.19
mieszka$ zamieszka$ dwell 9.59
pyta$ zapyta$ ask 9.59
zmi"owa$ zlitowa$ pity 13.01
sm#ci$ smuci$ mourn 12.36
pragn&$ "akn&$ desire/hunger 12.13
na%ama$ do%ama$ crack/break 11.08
nasadzi$ ogrodzi$ plant/fence 9.52
szpeci$ po!ci$ deface/fast 8.97
Tab. 4.5: Query results for verbal prefix changes. 
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precision of 52/58 , 90% correct prefix change pairs in the result set. As for recall, I 
assume that missing prefix changes must stem from one of two reasons. The first 
possibility is that a prefix change within the MI3 concordance was not identified by the 
string comparison criteria. A manual examination of all verb-verb correspondences has 
revealed only one such case, the pair po-prze-wraca$ : po-wy-wraca$ ‘to overturn’, 
which is due to a string-internal change of the second prefix being missed, violating the 
maximum length constraint of 4 characters. The other option is that a translation pair is 
missing in the correspondence table (because a better match could be found instead, etc.). 
In this case we may say the match was not well attested in the corpus under the current 
criteria in the first place, and can therefore be safely left out. This subsumes that correctly 
parallel MI3 pairs are taken to be the gold standard of what constitutes a match, and that 
only one, best parallel is allowed for each lemma; these assumptions will be revisited in 
the evaluation of the performance of MI3 in section 4.4. Thus, within this paradigm at 
least, recall is 52/53 , 98%, for an F-score of: 2 /(F Pr Rc Pr R )c! # # $  , 94% for the 
classification criteria. 
In this way, the parallel corpus can automatically deliver a fairly reliable list of 
parallel verbs differing only in prefixes, and the differing prefix strings. However, the 
second group of 11 verbs (marked gray), which exhibit an alternation between having 
some prefix and no prefix, can all be ascribed to grammatical, and not lexical differences 
– the prefixed verb is the perfective counterpart of the unprefixed verb. In these cases the 
new text uses a construction with a different grammatical aspect of the same verb, which 
entails substituting the lemma for one with the appropriate aspect. This incidentally 
reveals that the perfective form is probably showing the ‘default’ perfectivizing prefix17, 
with minimal semantic influence, which can be of lexicographic interest in itself. These 
pairs can be omitted from the query by specifying that the aspect of both lemmas must 
match (this is possible since the corpus is tagged for aspect). The remaining 41 pairs 
exhibit several types of interesting historical phenomena in the variation of verbal 
prefixation:  
                                                 
17 As in other Slavic languages, prefixation is not only a means of forming perfective verbs, but can also 
change the meaning of the verb either slightly or substantially. For each verb, (at least) one prefix, which is 
said to change the meaning of the verb least, is considered the default perfective prefix. This prefix is 
unpredictable, and therefore given in dictionaries alongside a verb’s entry. For more on default prefixes and 
aspectual pair types see e.g. W$odarczyk and W$odarczyk (2001) and Swan (2002: 277, 281-285). 
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 1. Use of prefixed perfective verbs instead of unprefixed, inherently perfective ones: 
pa"$ : u-pa"$ ‘fall’, stawi$ : wy-stawi$ ‘stand s.t. out, deploy’. Inherently 
perfective verbs are a semantically motivated morphological anomaly – almost all 
simplex (i.e. unprefixed) verbs are imperfective, but a few are perfective by virtue 
of their meaning (to fall or make something stand is understandably usually 
punctual). Adding a prefix has harmonized morphology and semantics. 
2. Use of prefixed verbs with specialized senses vs. more general or polysemous 
verbs: stawi$ : wy-stawi$ ‘stand s.t. out, deploy’ (stawi$ has more senses outside 
this context), and conversely wy-rozumie$ : z-rozumie$ ‘understand’ 
(wy-rozumie$ has a more specific sense of ‘fully understanding’). In the former 
case, a new verb selects a semantic subset of the meaning of the old verb, and in 
the latter, a more general verb is used since the older verb has gone out of use. In 
either case, the semantic narrowing effect of a prefix can be observed. 
3. Different choices of default perfectivizing prefixes, which are still in competition 
today, e.g. o-budzi$ : z-budzi$ ‘rouse’, s-pyta$ : za-pyta$ ‘ask’, etc. The choice of 
default prefix is not completely fixed for all verbs in Modern Polish, and here the 
diachronic factor may not be the pertinent one.  
4. Use of wy- ‘out’ to focus on resultativity of perfective verbs: u-mie"$ : wy-mie"$ 
‘to sweep’, where the old u- prefix expresses an amount (‘how much swept’) and 
new wy- expresses direction instead (‘sweeping something out’). Also na-"mia$ : 
wy-"mia$ ‘to ridicule’ (‘laugh someone out’ instead of ‘laugh at someone’), and 
po-przedzi$ : wy-przedzi$ ‘to outpace, precede’, with a default po- replaced by 
wy-, perhaps expressing the preceded person is left out or behind (cf. Eng. outrun). 
5. Change in morphotactics in prefixation of verbs with initial vowel: wyn-ij"$ : 
wy-j"$ ‘go out’, wn-ij"$ : we-j"$ ‘go in’. The latter two pairs historically have the 
same stem meaning ‘to go’ and the same prefixes wy- ‘out’ and w- ‘in’18 in both 
corpora, but the older forms have an /n/ between prefix and stem. This is due to an 
Old Polish phonotactic rule inserting /n/ between prefixes and stems beginning 
with a vowel, which was generalized from two common prefixes which preserved 
                                                 
18 The allomorph we- instead of w- in the latter example is conditioned by the following consonant cluster. 
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an old /n/ in this position, cf. Old Church Slavonic v'n- ‘in-’ and s'n- ‘with-’. 
When /n/ after /*/ was dropped in closed syllables because of a regular sound 
change, the prefixes exhibited two forms: with /n/ before a vowel and no /n/ 
elsewhere (Bielfeldt, 1961: 71-72). Other prefixes adopted this behavior, resulting 
in forms like vyn- ‘out-’, from the prefix vy-, which originally had no /n/. The old 
forms here are the direct descendants of these, whereas Modern Polish has done 
away with this rule completely, combining all prefixes with no intermediate /n/. 
 
The query in Table 4.5 thus retrieves many interesting phenomena in the development of 
verbal prefixation, but interpreting their significance requires corpus-external knowledge. 
4.3.3 Stem Replacement with Prefix Retention 
This class of verbs is the opposite of the previous class – pairs which have the same 
prefix, but different, unrelated stems. It is particularly interesting for the study of 
complex verb semantics: if the sense of a Polish complex verb is a composition of stem 
and prefix semantics (which is certainly not always the case), then one would expect 
cases where a parallel pair has different stems from different lexical roots, but the same 
prefix. This would be perhaps most likely in cases where a prefix is used productively 
and transparently, such as with motion verbs19 – if a stem is replaced, the same prefixes 
can still be used in parallel to indicate e.g. a movement towards or away from an object. 
Such cases can be found by looking for items that have an identical start of string, but 
different strings overall. In order to find these, the opposite criteria to the previous class 
must be assumed: 1-4 identical characters on the left side for the prefix, and no more than 
2 identical characters on the right, since, as discussed above, a minimal stem can consist 
of 3 characters. Admittedly, we may miss verb pairs with a coincidentally identical, 
longer suffix (like -owa$, a common derivative suffix for imperfective verbs), and 
identical prefixes, but a different root; however, these turn out to be rare (see below).  
In order to fulfill these criteria, the LeftIdentIndex of the pair must be between 0 
and 5 and RightIdentIndex < 3. Unfortunately, since prefixes can be short, we must 
consider even verb pairs that share only a first identical character (for prefixes that are 1 
                                                 
19 On Polish motion verb prefixes see -miech (1986). 
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character long), thereby risking many false positives, such as dzia$ (si#)20 : dokona$ (si#) 
‘to happen, come to pass’, which happen to share an initial <d>, which is not a prefix. 
Attempting this query matches 52 pairs, of which only 28 are correct, an accuracy of only 
,54%. Using a list of known prefixes to match with the left side of each string 
(essentially an application of a greater amount of external linguistic knowledge) can cut 
out 10 false pairs, with no loss of correct identifications (28/42 ,67% accuracy). It is 
possible to further demand that prefixes be maximal – that is, that if a verb begins with a 
string that can be read as either a long prefix or a string containing a shorter prefix, the 
long prefix should be preferred and required in the parallel. For example in the pair 
z-dumie$ (si#) ‘be amazed’ : za-niepokoi$ (si#) ‘become distressed’, z- would constitute a 
prefix match, but since the latter form has a longer possible maximal prefix, za-, this pair 
is (correctly) excluded as false. For maximum efficiency, the query should also regard 
different allomorphs of the same prefix (such as w-/we-, where the longer form occurs 
before consonant clusters, etc.) as identical. Using all these criteria, we can eliminate a 
further 8 false pairs with no loss of correct matches, for a final result of 28/34, or ,82% 
precision. A manual examination of all MI3-based verb to verb correspondences has 
revealed only two missed cases, due to coincidentally similar suffixes and stem endings, 
which make the verbs appear to be related: ze-l!y$ : z-niewa!y$ ‘insult’ and roz-mawia$ : 
roz-prawia$ ‘converse’; in both cases the verbs are not related. Recall is thus 28/30 ,93%, 
for an F-score of  , 88%. The retrieved records are shown in Table 4.6 on the next page. 
The two groups marked in gray represent correct verb pairs that truly do share the 
same prefix, but have a different relationship than those in the first, main group of hits. 
The first three gray entries are aspectual pairs (cf. the similar group in section 4.3.2), and 
thus relate to a change in the grammatical category of aspect selected in either text. These 
hits are inevitable in at least two cases, w-k%ada$ : w-%o!y$ ‘put’ and o-gl&da$ : obe-jrze$ 
‘look’21, since these pairs are suppletive, i.e. they use morphologically unrelated stems 
for the aspect distinction, creating the appearance of exactly the desired group of verbs. 
The last two entries in the table are different stem formations from the same root, and 
                                                 
20 The reflexive particle si# is omitted in most of the examples below where it is not essential to elucidating 
the parallel. 
21 In the latter pair obe (=ob before a cluster) is considered an allomorph of o, though their distribution is 
not entirely phonologically conditioned (see Swan, 2002: 282). 
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thus belong in the next section as well (see below). The six records between the gray 
groups are matching errors, also exhibiting some ‘nonsensical’ prefixes, e.g. in wia$ 
‘blow’, the w is part of the verb stem, not a prefix. Other cases truly show the same prefix, 
but are not a correct parallel pair: wy-powiedzie$ ‘declare’ and wy-pe%ni$ ‘fulfill’ are not 
parallel “translations” of each other. 
G lemma W lemma MI3 Sense 
poj&$ po"lubi$ 15.22 take/wed (see below) 
wypchn&$ wyprawi$ 15.08 send out 
zewlec zdj&$ 13.46 take off 
wynosi$ wydobywa$ 13.37 take out 
rozdzieli$ rozdwoi$ 12.68 divide 
wybawi$ wyratowa$ 12.59 rescue 
zapiecz#towa$ zaci&ga$ 12.28 seal, shut 
wykowa$ wyku$ 12.25 dig out 
przypodoba$ przyrówna$ 11.55 compare 
u!ali$ ulitowa$ 11.54 pity 
uciszy$ usta$ 11.37 quiet, calm 
namaza$ nama"ci$ 11.08 annoint 
opowiedzie$ oznajmi$ 10.49 tell 
och#do!y$ oporz&dzi$ 10.44 clean, put in order 
wygna$ wyp#dzi$ 10.41 drive out 
zst#powa$ schodzi$ 10.37 descend, go down 
ocuci$ obudzi$ 10.25 rouse 
rozs&dzi$ rozpoznawa$ 10.15 judge, distinguish 
zawrze$ zamkn&$ 10.05 close 
zastanowi$ zatrzyma$ 9.539 pause 
obwo%ywa$ opowiada$ 9.031 proclaim 
zapuszcza$ zarzuca$ 8.942 cast, throw 
przywodzi$ przynosi$ 7.752 bring 
wk%ada$ w%o!y$ 12.61 put 
dotyka$ dotkn&$ 12.52 touch 
ogl&da$ obejrze$ 10.35 look at 
porzuci$ powiesi$ 12.47 - 
obra$ obwie"ci$ 11.52 - 
pokusi$ popa"$ 11.25 - 
wia$ wezbra$ 11.2 - 
ubi$ ukamienowa$ 11.08 - 
wypowiedzie$ wype%ni$ 8.127 - 
zapami#ta$ zapomnie$ 10.88 forget 
pobi$ pozabija$ 9.95 kill 
Tab. 4.6: Query results for verb pairs with the same prefix but a different stem. 
The main, first group of hits seems to confirms the working hypothesis above – 
the prefixes of these verbs often have a separate meaning which contributes to the 
meaning of the verb as a whole. Incidentally, they can often be translated with English 
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phrasal verbs: ‘send out’, ‘take off’, etc. Some also belong to the expected category of 
motion verbs: wy-gna$ : wy-p#dzi$ ‘drive out’ with the prefix signifying outward motion, 
but also other directed activities like na-maza$ : na-ma"ci$ ‘anoint’ with na- ‘on, at’, 
giving the sense of smearing oil ‘on someone’, or przy-wodzi$ : przy-nosi$ ‘bring, carry 
over’ with przy- signifying the sense of motion towards the destination or recipient of 
bringing. In more frequent prefixes, which are often used as default perfectivity markers, 
we also find cases of substituted verbs showing a likely coincidental choice of the same 
default perfectivizer: po-j&$ ‘take’ : po-"lubi$ ‘wed’ (where the former corresponds to the 
latter only in this context, of ‘take a woman’ = ‘marry a woman’). Here it is difficult to 
assign as clear a meaning to po- as to other prefixes, although arguably the choice of the 
same default prefix may be somehow related to an underlying similarity in the function or 
meaning of these verbs. Such ‘default’ prefix cases are difficult to identify on corpus 
criteria, though clearly the less frequent prefixes can be expected not to be default 
perfectivizers, and more likely compositional. For example roz- ‘apart’, a relatively 
uncommon prefix, has two pairs with rather transparent and meaningful prefix retention, 
roz-dzieli$ : roz-dwoi$ ‘divide’ (the former lemma from the root meaning ‘part’, the latter 
from the root of ‘two’) and roz-s&dzi$ : roz-poznawa$ ‘distinguish, tell apart’ (the first 
lemma with the root meaning ‘judge’ and the second meaning ‘know’, with an additional 
prefix po- to create the perfective sense ‘to recognize’). In both cases the sense of 
division contributed by roz- is clear. Thus, in such semantically composite complex verbs, 
the stem component can be replaced by another stem with similar meaning, but the 
meaning contributed by the prefix (directional ‘out’ etc.) remains.  
4.3.4 Stem Alteration 
This class contains verb pairs that are non-identical, but etymologically and 
morphologically related, i.e. verbs that can be derived from each other. Outside of 
prefixation, the most common verbal derivational means in Polish, as in other Indo-
European languages, are suffixation and vowel alternation. For example, the perfective 
verb prze!y-$ ‘survive’ derives its imperfective counterpart prze!y-wa$ using a suffix, 
whereas the perfective wróc-i$ ‘return’ has the imperfective counterpart wrac-a$, with a 
different stem vowel, as well as a different suffix. Intuitively, these pairs are likely to 
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have a low Levenshtein distance, but this is not accurate enough; what really makes these 
verbs similar are the consonant phonemes which belong to the lexical root that both verbs 
have in common. Focusing on consonant similarities is an approach often employed in 
various phonetic similarity measures, the best known of which is probably the SoundEx 
algorithm (for a brief description see e.g. Oakes, 1998: 130-131). One of the main 
principals behind SoundEx is to discard vowels (except in initial position). However 
SoundEx also unifies similar sounding consonants, replacing them with a numeric code 
(e.g. <b>, <p>, <v> and <f> are replaced by the number 1, since these graphemes 
represent labial sounds), whereas in this case, differences between homorganic 
consonants are pertinent and should be preserved.  
I will therefore define a function called PolEx which, like SoundEx, omits vowels, 
but, instead of outputting an alphanumeric code for each string, outputs a human-readable 
string with some characters missing. The function strips the characters <a>, <e>, <i>, 
<o>, <u> and <y>, as well as the Polish nasal vowels <&> and <'>, and the additional 
vowel <ó>. It likewise removes the consonant <w>, which appears in many suffixes (e.g. 
in the example above), and also discards the infinitive endings <)> or <c>, which occur 
at the end of all verbal lemmas (the latter appears in stems ending with a velar consonant). 
As an example, the verb ukamienowa$ ‘to stone’ becomes kmn. Now Levenshtein 
distance can be measured not between the lemmas themselves, but between the simplified 
strings derived using this function.  
 Running a query for all non-identical verb pairs with a Levenshtein distance 
smaller than 2 between PolEx strings produces 72 hits, of which 20 are correct. 50 of the 
hits are cases of prefix changes already detected in section 4.3.2, since identical stems 
with a different vocalic prefix will produce identical PolEx strings, e.g.: uwin&$ : owin&$ 
‘wrap’ > n, and similarly prefixes with the same consonant: zadziwi$ : zdziwi$ ‘marvel, 
amaze’ > zdz. Filtering the results by cross-referencing this query with the one in section 
4.3.2 (or using a negative search on its criteria), we get 20/22 correct hits or ,91% 
precision. It should be noted that this filtration removes the pair sm#ci$ : smuci$ ‘mourn’, 
which was discussed in section 4.3.2; though the two verbs show a sort of vowel 
alternation, and are historically related, they are not synchronically related in Polish 
morphology, since the latter is a Czech loan. Thus leaving the pair out is arguably correct. 
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Manual examination of all verb pairs reveals that two additional pairs are missed 
by these criteria, which have a distance of 2 between PolEx strings: pobi$ : pozabija$ 
‘kill’ (the latter with an additional internal prefix -za-; note that this is one of the last two 
hits from the previous query in Table 4.6) resulting in pb : pzbj, and objawia$ : ujawnia$ 
‘reveal’ > bj : jn, where a prefix and suffix change also result in PolEx = 2. Recall is thus 
20/22 , 91% for an F-score of ,91%. The results can be seen in Table 4.7.  
The last two rows are errors. In the first pair zel!y$ : zniewa!y$ ‘insult’, which 
was missed in the last section, only the prefixes z-/ze- are related. The second is due to 
similar, long prefixes: the verbs are parallel in the text (though their meanings are 
somewhat different), but not related. The first four gray records are again aspectual pairs, 
where the different suffixes, and in some cases vowel alternations, are strategies for 
deriving aspectual partners. The remaining hits show various kinds of derivational 
morphology (note that these include the correct pair zapami#ta$ : zapomnie$ ‘forget’, 
which was detected in section 4.3.3 as well). The pair siada$ ‘sit’ : siadywa$ ‘sit 
(repeatedly, habitually etc.)’ shows a frequentative verb replacing a simple imperfective 
G Lemma W Lemma MI3 PolEx G PolEx W LD Sense 
dotyka$ dotkn&$ 12.519 dtk dtkn 1 touch 
dope%nia$ dope%ni$ 12.246 dp$n dp$n 0 complete 
rozwi&zywa$ rozwi&za$ 11.443 rzz rzz 0 dissolve 
wróci$ wraca$ 9.202 rc rc 0 return 
uczy$ naucza$ 14.321 cz ncz 1 teach 
czu$ czuwa$ 13.812 cz cz 0 feal 
pogrze"$ pogrzeba$ 12.365 pgrz( pgrzb 1 bury 
pos%ugowa$ pos%ugiwa$ 12.299 ps$g ps$g 0 serve 
zdrzema$ zdrzemn&$ 12.246 zdrzm zdrzmn 1 slumber 
skar!y$ oskar!a$ 12.106 skr% skr% 0 accuse 
ta)cowa$ ta)czy$ 11.945 t#c t#cz 1 dance 
zgodzi$ uzgodni$ 11.543 zgdz zgdn 1 agree 
ukamionowa$ ukamienowa$ 11.079 kmn kmn 0 stone 
zapami#ta$ zapomnie$ 10.883 zpmt zpmn 1 forget 
pe%ni$ spe%nia$ 10.575 p$n sp$n 1 fulfill 
czeka$ oczekiwa$ 10.401 czk czk 0 wait 
dziwowa$ dziwi$ 10.329 dz dz 0 marvel, amaze 
umywa$ my$ 10.253 m m 0 wash 
siada$ siadywa$ 8.895 sd sd 0 sit 
zabie!e$ zabiec 8.825 zb% zb 1 run across 
zel!y$ zniewa!y$ 13.216 zl% zn% 1 insult 
przewie($ przyby$ 9.157 prz+ przb 1 cross/arrive 
Tab. 4.7: Query results for verb pairs with stem alterations. 
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as a sort of explicitation22. Two pairs show fluctutation between verb formation with a 
thematic (i.e. with an initial vowel) or an athematic suffix (just the /)/ ending, with no 
vowel): athematic pogrze"$ : thematic pogrzeba$ ‘bury’ (in the former form, which has 
gone out of use, the /b/ of the stem -grzeb- is assimilated to /(/ by the infinitive /)/) and in 
the other direction, zabie!e$ : zabiec ‘run across’ (in the former, now defunct form, an 
underlying /g/ at the end of the stem -bieg- is palatalized into /%/, in the latter it fuses with 
the infinitive ending into /c/). There is also fluctuation between using simple imperfective 
verbs and secondary imperfectives, derived from a prefixed perfective verb: uczy$ 
(simple) : na-ucza$ (complex) ‘teach’, pe%ni$ (simple) : s-pe%nia$ (complex) ‘fulfill’ etc., 
and vice versa u-mywa$ (complex) : my$ (simple) ‘wash’. The tension between marking 
imperfectives with suffixes or using simplex verbs is most obvious in a case showing 
imperfectivizing suffixation of a stem that was already an imperfective simplex: in 
dziwowa$ : dziwi$ ‘marvel, amaze’, the former form is no longer in use, perhaps because 
it is marked as imperfective ‘twice’ – by lack of a prefix, and the imperfective suffix 
owa)#. The imperfective suffix’s form has sometimes changed too, e.g. pos%ugowa$ : 
pos%ugiwa$, with R4ywa)# (realized as <iwa)>) replacing owa)# (both suffixes are in use 
for different verbs in Modern Polish, but the former form no longer exists for this verb). 
4.3.5 Total Substitution 
The last type of verb-verb pairs involves two completely unrelated lemmas, sharing no 
common parts. To find these, results for verb-verb correspondences must be cross-
referenced with the results from the previous classes’ queries, in order to filter these out 
(alternatively, a search for verb pairs with high Levenshtein distance could produce 
similar results). The biggest problem is that results will also include nearly all erroneous 
pairs (i.e. incorrect parallels), since these are likely to be mostly very dissimilar verb 
pairs, which look exactly like the case of a change to an unrelated lemma. At present, no 
automatic method has been found to distinguish these: out of 159 query hits, only 30 have 
been manually determined to be correct parallel pairs, and these are shown in Table 4.8.  
 
                                                 
22 The phenomenon of explicitation, i.e. the replacement of a more polysemous or wider-sensed term with a 
more specific one, is often observed in secondary versions of texts, and especially in translations (see 
Hansen-Schirra and Teich, to appear, and references there). 
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G Lemma W Lemma MI3 Sense G Lemma W Lemma MI3 Sense 
wadzi$ spiera$ 15.54 quarrel baczy$ dostrzega$ 10.84 notice 
wykorzeni$ powyrywa$ 15.00 uproot dopu"ci$ pozwoli$ 10.79 allow 
zawisn&$ opiera$ 12.47 depend, lean chwia$ kiwa$ 10.69 shake, nod 
zaniecha$ ust&pi$ 12.25 give up gwa%ci$ narusza$ 10.69 violate 
dzia$ dokona$ 12.10 happen naprawi$ odnowi$ 10.61 repair, renew 
pomdle$ zas%abn&$ 11.98 faint dowiadywa$ wypytywa$ 10.37 find out, investigate
prawowa$ procesowa$ 11.69 sue obwarowa$ zabezpieczy$ 10.36 guard 
zamilkn&$ oniemie$ 11.52 be silent przechadza$ w#drowa$ 10.15 wander 
odziedzicza$ posi&"$ 11.37 inherit, possess odm%adza$ mi#kn&$ 10.05 become young/soft 
cierpie$ znosi$ 11.25 suffer spodzia$ domy"la$ 9.752 expect, suppose 
przymawia$ grozi$ 11.22 call/threaten robi$ pracowa$ 9.725 work 
rozgniewa$ oburzy$ 11.21 anger zl#kn&$ przerazi$ 9.706 frighten, fear 
pozabija$ mordowa$ 11.11 murder ukusi$ zazna$ 8.757 experience 
patrze$ baczy$ 11.10 look poprzysi#ga$ zaklina$ 8.381 curse 
wstydzi$ uszanowa$ 10.99 be ashamed l"ni$ zaja"nie$ 8.379 shine 
Tab. 4.8: Unrelated verb-verb pairs. 
 
We can also add to these results the pair zmi%owa$ : zlitowa$ ‘pity’ which was falsely 
detected in section 4.3.2 as a case of prefix change, and przewie($ ‘cross’ : przyby$ 
‘arrive’, which was detected in the previous section as a stem alteration. In most cases 
found in the table, the older lemma is still usable in Modern Polish, though not always: 
e.g. ukusi$ ‘experience’ and spodzia$ ‘expect’ are not listed in the PWN online dictionary 
(http://www.pwn.pl/, the largest online Polish dictionary) while wadzi$ ‘quarrel’ is noted 
as an archaism; the more basic and colloquial dictionary used by the tagger (see section 
2.3) further had to be expanded with przymawia$ ‘call’, odm%adza$ ‘become young’, 
pomdle$ ‘faint’, poprzysi#ga$ ‘curse’ and obwarowa$ ‘guard’, which were all unlisted. In 
cases where the older lemma exists in Modern Polish, the sense required by the text is 
sometimes given by a less ambiguous word (i.e. explicitation): robi$ : pracowa$ ‘work’, 
where the older lemma currently means more generally ‘do, make’, or chwia$ : kiwa$ 
‘nod (one’s head)’, where chwia$ means generally ‘to shake’. In some cases the text has 
been phrased differently, leading to real differences in meaning, e.g.: przymawia$ ‘call’ : 
grozi$ ‘threaten’, with the contents of the call (a threat) already included in the verb.  
4.3.6 Non-Verbal Lemmas 
In this class we can expect to find verbal lemmas which correspond to items with lemmas 
that either have different parts of speech, such as nouns or adjectives, or even 
collocations, possibly containing verbal lemmas, which are however different from 
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simple verbs. Finding these can be accomplished easily by searching for lemmas not 
matching any verbal part of speech (which subsumes collocations as well). However, it is 
again impossible to distinguish between true matches and matching errors (in fact, errors 
may be even more likely in verb-non verb pairs, since a verb-verb match is a priory 
likelier than a match with another part-of-speech). Table 4.9 show the 16 correct matches   
manually sorted out of a total of 83 hits. 
G Lemma Sense W Lemma Sense MI3 
sp%odzi$ ojciec to beget father 18.569 
pok%oni$ pok%on to honor honor 14.019 
nauczy$ uczony to teach scholar 13.905 
urzeza$ trzebieniec to castrate eunuch 13.579 
naradzi$ narada to deliberate deliberation 12.632 
pró!nowa$ bezczynny to be idle idle 12.558 
policzkowa$ pi#"$ to slap fist 11.883 
za%ata$ %ata to patch patch 11.861 
odpocz&$ ukojenie to relax relief 11.799 
rachowa$ obrachunek to reckon reckoning 11.293 
nazowie$ nada$ imi# to name to give a name 11.009 
dokona$ koniec to accomplish end 10.936 
po"miewa$ po"miewisko to ridicule laughing stock 10.539 
przywróci$ znów to restore again, anew 10.46 
zdumiony zdumie$ amazed 10.106 to amaze 
k%ania$ pok%on to bow down honor 8.431 
Tab. 4.9: Verbal lemmas corresponding to non-verbal lemmas. 
Remarkably, all but one correspondence are also single lemmas: only the verb 
nazowie$ ‘name’ is paralleled by the collocation nada$ imi# ‘give a name’. This is most 
likely because slight variability in collocations makes their association with a parallel 
lemma split up between various possibilities, while a core lemma involved in several 
phrasings can achieve a higher MI3 score. For example, the verb pok%oni$ ‘to honor’ 
appears to have the parallel noun from the same root, viz. pok%on ‘honor’. However in the 
text this is always part of a larger phrase, usually either odda$ pok%on ‘give honor’ or 
z%o!y$ pok%on ‘pay honor’ (lit. ‘lay down honor’). Since pok%oni$ predicts the appearance 
of a parallel pok%on better than either one of the two collocations, the noun is found to be 
the best match. Such verb-noun pairs, especially from the same root, are the most 
common case in this class: naradzi$ ‘to deliberate’ : narada ‘deliberation’, rachowa$ ‘to 
reckon’ : obrachunek ‘reckoning’, po"miewa$ ‘to ridicule’ : po"miewisko ‘laughing 
stock’ etc. One of the most interesting cases is the pair sp%odzi$ ‘beget’ : ojciec ‘father’, 
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which is very significant on the strength of evidence from the repetitive structures in the 
genealogy of Jesus in Matthew 1 (‘X begat Y’). Much like in English, the archaic ‘beget’ 
verb was abandoned, replaced instead by the construction ‘X was the father of Y’ (in 
Polish X by% ojcem Y). Since I have examined lemmas, and not grammatical categories, 
the various proper names in the positions of X and Y do not collocate, and the very 
common by% ‘was’ does not either, leaving a very significant correspondence between the 
verb and the word for ‘father’. In a sense, however, this is a completely legitimate and 
correct parallel (the lexical meaning of ‘beget’ is really rendered by ‘father’ here), and a 
finer mapping, e.g. including the copula verb, is not possible without considering 
grammatical categories (see next chapter).  
Less frequent are correspondences with adjectives, and these are more 
questionable too, since the adjectives usually parallel a participial form. In the case of 
pró!nowa$ ‘to be idle’ : bezczynny ‘idle’ the parallelism stems from the fact that this verb 
consistently appears in a participial form in GMat: pró!nuj&cy ‘idling’. The WMat form 
is in this case an adjective replacing a participle. However, in the case of zdumie$ ‘to 
amaze’ : zdumiony ‘amazed’, the latter form is simply the participle of the former’s 
verbal lemma; the only reason this pair was not recognized as an indentical verb-verb 
lemma correspondence in section 4.3.1, is that the lemma zdumiony appears in a separate 
entry in the tagger’s dictionary with the part-of-speech adjective, and the tagger chose 
this option over a productively derived passive participle. In other words, the lexicon 
used to tag the corpus is skewing results to fit its contents. The same can be said for the 
pair nauczy$ ‘to teach’ : uczony ‘scholar’, where the Modern Polish word uczony is in 
fact a lexicalized passive participle (‘taught’ > ‘scholar’, cf. the English adjective learned 
with the sense ‘educated, intelligent’). The older lemma appears in the text with the form 
nauczony (the exact same formation, but with a prefix), but since it is not in the lexicon, it 
is considered to be productively derived from the verb nauczy$ ‘teach’.  
In only one case is there a parallel with an adverb, przywróci$ ‘to restore’ : znów 
‘again, anew’, which is again part of a longer phrase: sta$ si# znów ‘to become again’. 
Since sta$ si# ‘become’ is quite common, the adverb produces a more significant match 
than the verb. 
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4.4 Summary and Evaluation 
In this chapter I have examined correspondences between verbal lemmas across the two 
corpora, extracting and classifying the results mostly automatically. The application of 
SQL queries combined with string similarity measures has proven to be a good tool for 
extrapolating pairs of identical corresponding verbs, or ones differing only in prefixes, 
the stem’s root, or stem formation, directly from the part-of-speech-tagged and 
lemmatized corpus data. The results made possible by these techniques give new 
dimensions for historical insight, in a quantitative way generally not provided by 
traditional historical grammars. 
Out of a total of 760 verbal lemmas in GMat it has been possible to find correct 
unambiguous matches for a total of 507, which have been detailed in the previous sub-
sections. For the remaining lemmas, the best parallel was erroneous (146 cases), or else 
multiple parallels received the same scores (107 cases), either because of polysemy (or at 
least stylistic variation producing multiple parallels), or because so few attestations were 
available that the association measure could not resolve to which of several rare elements 
in the parallel section an item corresponds. This situation is partly dependent on corpus 
size, though it is expected that even much larger parallel corpora will contain a 
substantial portion of rare lemmas for which ‘consistent parallels’ (from an association 
measure point of view) cannot be established, due to Zipf’s law: there will always be 
many unique hapax legomena, fewer dis legomena etc. Evaluating precision and recall 
for the matching process itself is difficult: a recall of 760/760 pairs cannot be realistically 
expected, since multiple matches cannot necessarily be resolved to a single match by a 
human either – some items truly have different, correct matches. However considering 
error cases, precision is no higher than 507/637 , 80%, i.e. the ratio of correct matches to 
unambiguous matches claimed by MI3.  
 The proportion of verb-verb pairs among the correct results is very high, as can be 
seen on the left in Figure 4.3. This can mainly be ascribed to the extremely faithful 
parallelism between the texts, which adhere to the languages from which they were 
translated (and, presumably, especially to the Latin of the vulgate), and also to their 
internal parallelism, since the translators of the Warsaw Bible also had the Gdansk Bible 
available to them. More surprising is perhaps the rarity of collocation parallels observed 
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in section 4.3.6. However as already mentioned, this is partly an artifact of the association 
measure, which in effect admits only the most robust collocations, i.e. in cases where 
their components’ frequencies make them insignificant in isolation (e.g. the word for 
‘name’ is common outside the collocation ‘to give a name’, and this component lemma 
alone is therefore not significantly associated with the verb ‘to name’). Weighting the 
significance of collocations (since multiple items are likely to appear less often than their 
components) might produce different results.  
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Fig. 4.3: Verb correspondences and distribution of verb replacement types. 
 
 Internally, the verb-verb match group is dominated by unchanged lemma pairs 
(including non-identical aspectual partners), taking up about three quarters of all 
unambiguous pairs (the graph on the right of Figure 4.3). Even if we recall that in case of 
multiple matches, a pair of identical lemmas is given priority (cf. section 4.3), the 
proportion of verbs that have remained unchanged is very high. Moreover, where a verb 
has been replaced, more often than not a part of the old verb remains: the largest group 
has only a prefix change, and total substitution is not very common. This means that 
Poles today can read the Gdansk Bible with relatively little lexical difficulty, which fits 
well with the fact that the Gdansk Bible remained in use for Protestant Poles well into the 
20th century.  
 The relatively strong presence of partial replacements offers empirical evidence in 
support of the compositionality of complex verbs across time – prefixes, stems and roots 
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can change independently, especially in cases of productive, transparent prefixation 
(among other cases in motion verbs, cf. section 4.3.3; on their central role in the 
development of Polish prefixation see -miech, 1986). These results also raise questions 
for future studies which could compare the proportions of partial change types to those in 
other parallel texts in different time spans and languages. One might imagine, for 
instance, that prefixes may be more or less lexicalized and therefore more or less open to 
independent change in different Slavic languages, or Indo-European ones (cf. the more 
lexicalized prefixes of Romance verbs). 
 There are however many factors that are still disregarded in this representation. 
Firstly, as already mentioned, both polysemy and stylistic variation mean that verbs 
generally have more than one parallel, albeit perhaps less significant than a dominant one. 
In particular, I have not examined different developments for active versus reflexive 
variants of the same verb. This would be difficult to achieve in an unparsed corpus, since 
Polish reflexive verbs are marked by the reflexive clitic si#, which may appear either 
before or after the verb, with other clitics possibly intervening. Its automatic association 
to one verb in a sentence is also non-trivial. In general, developing a more complex 
model of multiple alternative context-dependent substitutions, factoring in the reliability 
of their association, is an interesting and desirable future objective, which may however 
require a more intricately-annotated corpus, with e.g. syntactic and sense annotation. In 
fact, establishing what proportion of lemmas are differentiated into different lemmas for 
different senses is in itself interesting, since it has been suggested that the appearance of 
more such distinctions is related to the semantic distance between languages (cf. e.g. 
Resnik and Yarowsky, 2000, who draw attention to the fact that parallel texts in more 
distant languages pairs produce better sense disambiguation by comparing variant 
translations). This could then be used as a quantifiable measure to judge such distances, 
though its usefulness would require an independent evaluation. 
It is furthermore problematic to accept MI3 as a gold standard for finding 
parallels. Precision and recall rates given in the previous sections are for the proportion of 
correctly retrieved verbs within the MI3-based concordance. Although MI3 has proven 
fairly successful for this purpose, it by no means recovers all parallels as a human would 
manually extract them, but only those which show an unambiguous association with a 
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parallel item. Thus, while this may be viewed as positive (only well-attested, clear cut 
pairs are retrieved, without subjective interpretation), it must be kept in mind that the 
recalled items subsume an association defined in MI3 terms, which may be inaccurate 
with respect to a human alignment-based gold standard. On the other hand, human 
alignment, not to mention human judgment on what a consistent alignment is, can also be 
expected to introduce some inaccuracy (or simply variance). In the end, the question of 
what should constitute a diachronic correspondence could be debated on theoretical terms 
at great length, but it is perhaps not entirely solvable for all cases, and almost certainly 
not on purely statistical grounds. 
Finally, although the retrieved pairs can be classified using string comparison 
functions in most cases with good success (F-scores around 90%), it remains clear that 
results can only be interpreted with knowledge external to the corpus. There is for 
example no way for a query to formally distinguish between normal prefix changes and 
the exceptional case of the forms wn and w ‘in’, which is due to a morphotactic rule 
change (cf. section 4.3.2). This is also true regarding the nature of ‘replacements’, since 
as already mentioned, a recognized pair does not mean that one form completely replaced 
the other over time, only that one was chosen over the other in a modern text in a parallel 
context. For this last difficulty, the opportunity presents itself to also use larger, non-
parallel historical corpora, against which one could compare results from the parallel 
corpus, and find out whether or not forms are in synchronic variation, or else have gone 
out of use. 
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5 Syntactic and Grammatical Change 
The same principles applied to the study of lexical items in the previous chapter can also 
be adapted to the study of changes in grammatical categories and syntactic constructions. 
Syntactic or grammatical change is understood here more broadly than just changes in 
word order, which have been less significant for the development of Polish with its 
relatively free word order than for the more rigid Germanic or Romance languages. 
Rather, I will be interested in any consistent correlations between syntagms and 
grammatical annotation layers here.  
It is possible to look for significant correlations between parallel constructions by 
considering different kinds of items other than lemmas, such as part-of-speech tags. 
However, while single token grammatical categories like finite verbs can be identified 
easily in this way, longer constructions will have to be defined in terms of flat, recurring 
patterns of tokens, since the corpus is not parsed. This level of abstraction is not ideal, but 
the rich case system in Polish often makes establishing subject, object, congruent 
attributes etc. possible even without a parse. In principle, however, a parsed corpus could 
be used to identify structures more accurately, and their occurrences in aligned sections 
could be correlated in the same way (more on this in chapter 6).  
The next section will briefly describe the procedure used to remove lexical 
information from tokens to allow for better generalizations. The following three sections 
explore different correspondences between the corpora that can be found using these 
delexicalized tokens: section 5.2 investigates the replacement of indeclinable predicative 
adverbial participles with finite verbs; section 5.3 looks at the decline of possessive 
adjectives in favor of the nominal genitive; and section 5.4 describes changes in the 
copula verbs used to form passive predications with passive participles and their 
interaction with verbal aspect. The potential and limitations of some of the methods used 
in these sections will be discussed within the summary and evaluation in section 5.5. 
5.1 Reduction of Token Sequences 
In order to pair grammatical items between the corpora, it is necessary to abstract away 
lexical information, such as the strings marking lemmas and word forms, effectively 
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decreasing the amount of token types for better generalization power. Therefore instead 
of looking at each occurrence of a lemma like kap%an ‘priest’, or one of its inflected 
forms, I will regard it as an occurrence of the category ‘noun’, grouped together with 
other nouns. On the other hand, it might be useful to retain the lemmas for certain classes 
of words which play important grammatical roles, such as prepositions, or very common 
‘function word’ lemmas such as by$ ‘to be’, since the exact identities of these can 
distinguish different grammatical structures, and are much less interchangeable within a 
part-of-speech category. For the purposes of the studies in this chapter I have decided to 
discard lexical information (i.e. lemmas and word forms) for all tokens having a verb, 
noun, adjective or adverb as a lemma, with the exception of lemma types having a 
frequency of over 1% in the corpus. This leaves a heuristic class of ‘function words’ 
which includes prepositions, conjunctions and pronouns, as well as frequent lemmas like 
the aforementioned by$ ‘to be’.  
It is further possible to omit grammatical categories with a lexical nature within 
the annotation of each token. For example gender is probably less pertinent for many 
syntactic questions than, say, grammatical case. The same applies to number information: 
most grammatical structures (e.g. a transitive verb frame) accommodate singular and 
plural nouns, verbs etc. Figure 5.1 gives an example of an abstracted token trigram. The 
lemmas by$ ‘to be’ and na ‘on’ are not stripped since they are very frequent, and in the 
case of na belong to a reserved part-of-speech class (prepositions). The more ‘lexical’ 
lemma pustynia ‘desert’ is stripped away, as are its gender and number. 
 
 
jest
IMPFV PRES 3 SG
   n a
PREP
   pustyni
L O C  S G  F
     >  [VFin by) impfv pres 3] [Prep na] [S loc] 
he is in the desert (WMat 24:26) 
Fig. 5.1: Abstracting a token sequence. 
 
Finally, I will be using a different tokenization in this chapter. Unlike the previous 
chapter, which was concerned with lemmas, this chapter will focus on grammatical 
categories such as finite verbs. However as discussed in section 2.2, tokenization of these 
grammatical categories is not always trivial on account of the behavior of clitics. For this 
reasons, the second tokenization with ‘link tokens’ will be used in this chapter, allowing 
for example both separable multi-token constructions and inseparable (fused or clitic-
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less) single-token constructions to equally stand for e.g. a past tense or conditional finite 
verb. The link tokens will make the preparation of a concordance of all occurrences of 
such categories possible in the same way as before. 
5.2 Decline of the Active Past Participle 
As a simple example of using grammatical categories for pair matching, I will examine 
correlates of the active past participle (PPA for short), also known as the ‘adverbial 
participle of prior action’ or simply ‘past gerund’ (Swan, 2002: 301-302). This 
indeclinable participle, which is formed only from perfective verb stems with the suffix 
szy# (or wszy# after a vowel), expresses a predicate which takes place before the action 
of another, inflected verb, with the same subject, e.g.:  
(10) I       wszed#szy   w    dom,                znale+li                     dzieci&tko   z   Maryj& 
and    enter-PPA    in    house  found-VFIN-PFV-PAST-3-PL-V     child      with   Mary 
And having entered the house, they found the child with Mary (GMat 2:11) 
The form is all but obsolete in Modern Polish, appearing ever more rarely in only the 
most literary contexts (ibid.). 
 In order to find out what happens to this form in WMat, I will regard occurrences 
of the corresponding part-of-speech tag (VPartPastAct) as target items. After preparing a 
verse-aligned concordance of all tokens stripped down according to the guidelines 
outlined in the previous section, I group and count pairs featuring the VPartPastAct tag, 
and calculate MI3 for each possible pair, in exactly the same way as lemma 
correspondences in chapter 4. The best result for this category can be seen in row 1 of 
Table 5.1, and contrasted with the null hypothesis, that the category is retained, in row 2. 
 
 
Tab. 5.1: Results of best match and no change pairs for PPA in GMat. 
Row GTok WTok A B C MI3 
1 [VPartPastAct] [VFin pfv past 3] 3502 12643 340 19.786 
2 [VPartPastAct] [VPartPastAct] 3502 1215 72 16.447 
 
As row 2 shows the active past participle is still used in WMat in parallel, but the most 
significant WMat correlate of the form in GMat is a perfective, 3rd person past tense verb, 
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the most common narrative form. This parallel corresponds to the aforementioned decline 
of the active past participle in Modern Polish. Its replacement by inflected, perfective 
past tense forms can be seen in example (11), whereas the less frequent case of its 
retention is illustrated in example (12) (gender, number etc. are omitted for the non-
highlighted tokens to save space): 
(11) PPA : VFin 
G: A        pos#awszy     je     do   Betlehemu,        rzek$ 
         and     send-PPA    them   to   Bethlehem     said-VFIN 
W:  I                          pos#a#                          ich   do    Betlejem     i       rzek$ 
         and   sent-VFIN-PFV-PAST-3-SG-M  them  to  Bethlehem and said-VFIN 
And he sent them to Bethlehem and said (Mat. 2:8) 
(12) PPA : PPA (no change) 
G: A   opu"ciwszy  Nazaret,     przyszed$,       i      mieszka$     w  Kapernaum 
         and  leave-PPA  Nazareth   came-VFIN  and  dwelt-VFIN in  Capernaum  
W: I      opu"ciwszy Nazaret,     przyszed$      i      zamieszka$   w  Kafarnaum 
         and  leave-PPA  Nazareth   came-VFIN  and  dwelt-VFIN  in  Capernaum  
And after leaving Capernaum, he came and dwelt in Capernaum (Mat. 4:13) 
 In this way the meaningful correlation between old participles and new finite 
verbs can be detected, despite the overall high frequency of finite verbs and the low 
frequency of PPAs in WMat. Too few cases are retained to make the mutual 
informativity of the PPA-PPA match more significant than the finite verb match: only 75 
PPA’s are found in WMat, compared to 241 in GMat, and while almost all WMat cases 
are paralleled by a GMat PPA (cf. the 72 cooccurrences in row 2, column C above), the 
other GMat cases are almost all rendered by a finite verb as in example (11). 
5.3 Possessive Adjectives versus Genitival Possession 
Up until this point I have examined only single tokens. It is however also possible to 
examine longer syntagms using the same means, if their occurrence can be 
operationalized in the form of a verse-aligned concordance (i.e. a list of how often each 
syntagm appears in each verse in each corpus). In this section I will examine token 
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sequences to detect changes in the usage of possessive adjectives. These adjectives are 
derived from proper nouns, most often with the suffix owy#, and were used in Old and 
Middle Polish, just as already in the oldest Slavic documents, to express possession 
(Pisarkowa, 1984: 128-129; Rospond, 2003: 195), e.g. Syn Dawidowy ‘Son of David’, 
literally: ‘Davidian son’.  
In order to examine this construction, I will refine the token abstracting procedure 
described in section 5.1 with a function to identify grammatical agreement (i.e. 
congruence in case, number, gender and person). This function receives the grammatical 
analyses of all tokens in a sequence before gender and number information is discarded, 
and appends the string agr (for ‘agreement’) for any item that may be congruent. Once 
possible congruences have been established number and gender information can be 
discarded. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the output of the abstraction process with the 
agr function. The tokens dobre ‘good’ and nasienie ‘seed’ are stripped, but receive the 
feature agr, since they are congruent (the function itself is given in appendix B for 
reference). 
 
 
sieje
IMPFV PRES 3 SG
   dobre
ACC SG N
   nasienie
A C C  S G  N
  >  [VFin impfv pres 3] [Adj acc agr] [S acc agr] 
sows the good seed (WMat 13:37) 
Fig. 5.2: Stripped token sequence with the agr function. 
 
Using this function it is now possible to identify possessive adjectives which are in 
congruence with a noun. The 5 best MI3 results of a query for parallel bigrams with a 
congruent noun and its possessive adjective in GMat are shown at the top of Table 5.2. 
 
Row GMat WMat A B C MI3 
1 [S gen agr] [AdjPos gen agr] [S gen agr] [AdjPos gen agr] 142 72 8 13.39 
2 [S voc agr] [AdjPos voc agr] [S voc] [SN gen] 97 77 5 11.81 
3 [S nom agr] [AdjPos nom agr] [S nom] [SN gen] 42 199 6 12.43 
4 [S dat agr] [AdjPos dat agr] [S dat agr] [AdjPos dat agr] 33 31 2 10.71 
5 [S acc agr] [AdjPos acc agr] [S acc] [SN gen] 63 194 3 8.88 
6 [S gen agr] [AdjPos gen agr] [S gen] [SN gen] 142 207 3 7.62 
7 [S gen agr] [AdjPos gen agr] [SN gen] [SN gen] 142 71 2 7.41 
8 Total: [S* agr] [AdjPos agr] Total: [S* nom] [SN gen] 4779 2169 31 9.26 
9 Total: [S* agr] [AdjPos agr] Total: [S* agr] [AdjPos agr] 2169 696 14 8.60 
Tab. 5.2: Parallel bigrams with a congruent possessive adjective in GMat. 
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As the query results in rows 2, 3 and 5 show, the construction was often replaced 
by qualifying the noun (POS-tag S) with a proper noun (SN) in the genitive (e.g. genitival 
‘David’s son’ replacing adjectival ‘Davidic son’), a phenomenon which gradually 
reduced use of the old construction beginning as early as the 16th century (Rospond, 
2003: 195). Since the stripping function does not discard case information, there are 
separate entries for different cases of the same construction. In some grammatical cases, 
the adjectival construction has been left intact more often, e.g. in rows 1 (genitive case) 
and 4 (dative case), which have identical pairs. However, the next best match for the 
construction in row 1 would also be formed by the noun + genitive proper noun 
construction if it had not been split between two versions (see the gray rows in the table): 
one type of sequence qualifies a proper noun (SN) with another proper noun and the other 
a common noun (S), and they are counted separately. An examination of all cases and 
noun types together (last two rows) shows that in the two best overall matches, the 
association between the old possessive adjective and the newer genitive construction is in 
fact not much stronger than the archaic adjective-adjective correspondence, meaning 
many cases were not replaced (in fact almost a third, as revealed by column C in the last 
two rows and verified manually in the text). This can probably be ascribed to the relative 
conservatism of the text. Examples (13) and (14) illustrate both types of parallel: 
(13) Possessive adjective : possessive adjective (no change) 
G: Wtedy  przyst&pi$a  do niego matka      synów          Zebedeuszowych 
         then     approached  to  him  mother  sons-GEN  Zebedee-ADJPOS-GEN 
W:  Tedy przyst&pi$a  do niego  matka      synów           Zebedeuszowych 
         then  approached  to  him   mother   sons-GEN   Zebedee-ADJPOS-GEN  
Then the mother of the sons of Zebedee approached him (Mat. 20:20) 
(14) Possessive adjective : possessive genitive 
G: I       pe$ni      si'      w    nich         proroctwo              Izajaszowe 
         and  fulfill   REFL   in   them     prophecy-NOM   Isaiah-ADJPOS-NOM 
W:  I        spe$nia    si'      na    nich           proroctwo              Izajasza 
         and    fulfill   REFL    on   them       prophecy-NOM     Isaiah-SN-GEN 
And in them the prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled (Mat. 13:14) 
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The accurate alignment of the corpus allows the correct identification of the old 
construction and its competition with its younger contender, despite the relative 
infrequency of the phenomenon. How powerful the possibilities granted by the parallel 
text are can be gleaned from a comparison with the purely frequency-based alternative. A 
simple query on the proportion of the two competing constructions between corpora 
(disregarding parallelism) would show the genitive construction to have become much 
more dominant than it actually is in this use (Figure 5.3). 
 
WMat
gen 
95 
(90%)
adj 11 
(10%)
GMat
adj  
34 
(52%)
gen 
31 
(48%)
 
Fig. 5.3: Proportions of the proper noun-genitive and possessive adjective constructions. 
 
This is because one cannot guarantee that all occurrences of the genitive construction in 
the new corpus are in fact translating old possessive adjectives; they may simply 
represent a coincidental appearance of a genitive proper noun next to another noun, in a 
context which never housed a possessive adjective. Indeed, the construction appears in 
WMat almost 3 times as often as there even are possessive adjectives in GMat, and about 
150% more often than the possessive adjectives and the genitive construction in GMat 
put together. Some matches are therefore clearly unrelated to this development, and this 
can only be discerned by taking advantage of the parallel alignment as in Table 5.2. 
5.4 Passive Participle Copulas 
In the last two sections I concentrated on using delexicalized sequences of tokens, 
completely disregarding lemmas. In this section I will attempt to combine lemma 
correspondences, similar to those extracted in chapter 4, with grammatical category-
based querying as in the last two sections, in order to examine the development of passive 
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predicative syntagms comprised of copulas and passive participles. The question I will be 
interested in here specifically is which copula verb is used with these participles. In order 
to examine the parallel correlates of passive participles, I will use part-of-speech 
information to find their occurrences, ignoring lemmas as described in section 5.1. I will 
then create a parallel concordance of the lemmas occurring adjacently to the participles, 
similarly to the concordances in chapter 4. Searching for adjacent tokens both before and 
after participles is necessary because of the relatively free word order in Polish: 
predicative passive participles may be either preceded or followed by the copula. 
Although the participles are not always (though usually) adjacent to the copula, I will 
consciously omit non-adjacent cases, since without a parsed corpus it is otherwise very 
difficult to distinguish the rare, non copula-adjacent predicative passive participles from 
the more common attributive or nominalized passive participles, which can 
coincidentally appear in a sentence that contains a copula. 
Table 5.3 shows the results of a query searching for correlated parallel lexical 
lemmas (i.e. excluding punctuation, conjunctions etc.) that occur in all bigrams 
containing passive participle tags. The top two matches are relatively frequent and have a 
substantial MI3 score. These are verb-verb pairs (interestingly despite the fact that a 
verbal POS tag was not specified in the query), although a third matching verb-pair can 
be found with a much lower score and only 4 cooccurrences (column C). These are also 
the copulas that appear in both corpora with passive participles. 
 
 
Tab. 5.3: Correlated lemmas next to passive participles. 
Row GMat WMat A B C MI3
1 by$ by$ 188 164 80 13.07
2 by$ zosta$ 188 31 18 9.018
3 bywa$ by$ 10 164 4 4.337
 
Row 1 shows that passive participles usually occur next to the verb by$ ‘be’ (‘to be 
verbed’), but row 2 shows another parallel, with zosta$ ‘become’, which is used regularly 
as a copula with perfective passive participles (in the perfective future or past ‘will 
be/was verbed’). The third row shows the less common frequentative form of the verb ‘to 
be’, bywa$ ‘to be (often, repeatedly)’, which is used in GMat occasionally to express 
iterative or habitual passives, but does not appear in WMat. 
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Although the use of zosta$ is a much younger development in the prehistory of 
Polish (by$ is the older form found in all Slavic languages), both forms were in use 
throughout the recorded history of Polish and evolved alongside the establishment of 
verb-stem aspect (D$ugosz-Kurczabowa and Dubisz, 2006: 316). Yet this construction 
does not occur in GMat at all, where the lemma zosta$ is used as the perfective form for 
the fully lexical verb ‘to remain, stay’, and by$ is used with both aspects of passive 
participles. In the modern language zosta$ is prevalent for perfective participles, though 
use of by$ continues both with imperfective participles to express imperfective actional 
passives (‘is being/was being/is going to be verbed’) and occasionally with perfective 
participles to express a statal or resultative sense of completion (approximately 
‘had/has/will have been verbed’) (see Swan, 2002: 312-314). Some parallel examples 
from the corpora illustrate the differences in usage: 
(15) Imperfective + by$ : imperfective + by$ (no change) 
G: I         byli                  chrzczeni                od   niego  w   Jordanie 
         and be-PAST    baptized-PASS-IMPFV    by    him   in    Jordan 
W:  I          byli                 chrzczeni                przeze#    w   rzece    Jordanie 
         and  be-PAST   baptized-PASS-IMPFV    by-him    in    river     Jordan 
And they would be bapatized by him in the river Jordan (Mat. 3:6) 
(16) Perfective + by$ : perfective + by$ (no change) 
G: i             uzdrowiona            by#a      niewiasta     od    onej   godziny 
         and    healed-PASS-PFV   be-PAST    woman     from   that     hour 
W:  I         od      tej      chwili    niewiasta      by#a            uzdrowiona 
         and    from  this   moment     woman    be-PAST   healed-PASS-PFV 
And from that moment the woman was healed (Mat. 9:22) 
(17) Perfective + by$ : perfective + zosta$ 
G: gdy      Maryja,   matka   jego,       po"lubiona                by#a      Józefowi 
         when     Mary     mother   his    married-PASS-PFV    be-PAST to-Jospeh 
W:  Gdy     matka  jego, Maria,    zosta#a              po"lubiona             Józefowi  
         when   mother  his   Mary  become-PAST  married-PASS-PFV   to-Jospeh 
When his mother Mary was betrothed to Joseph (Mat. 1:18) 
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(18) Imperfective + bywa$ : imperfective + by$ 
G: I      ubogim   Ewangielija      opowiadana            bywa 
         and    poor          gospel      tell-PASS-IMPFV   be-FREQ-PRES 
W:  a      ubogim     zwiastowana              jest         ewangelia 
         and    poor     tell-PASS-IMPFV   be23-PRES       gospel 
and the Gospel is preached to the poor (Mat. 11:5) 
It seems that GMat is using by$ for both aspects of participles, and occasionally 
the frequentative bywa$ with iterative meaning (in example (18) the Gospel is preached 
to the poor again and again, not just once), whereas WMat uses either by$ or zosta$ with 
perfectives and by$ with imperfectives, as is the case in Modern Polish. Splitting the 
concordance into matches with perfective and imperfective participles clearly shows the 
limitation of zosta$ to the perfective aspect: the imperfective concordance in Table 5.4 
has only by$, but the perfective one in Table 5.5 shows both, as in Table 5.3: 
 
 
Tab. 5.4: Single correspondence next to imperfective passive participles. 
GMat WMat A B C MI3
by$ by$ 13 15 7 6.137
 
 
Tab. 5.5: Two correspondences next to perfective passive participles. 
GMat WMat A B C MI3
by$ by$ 169 143 71 12.709
by$ zosta$ 169 29 18 9.071
 
In fact, all 18 cooccurrences with zosta$ (column C) are accounted for in the perfective 
concordance of Table 5.5, and the amount of parallel imperfective predicative passive 
participles is generally very low, with only 7 cooccurrences appearing next to by$. The 
fact that the by$ : by$ correspondence is still more frequent in the perfective aspect than 
by$ : zosta$ is surprising and anomalous for standard modern Polish, which uses zosta$ 
with perfectives much more often (cf. Swan, 2002: 312-314). This deviation may perhaps 
be attributable to the relative conservatism of the newer translation, which could have 
been influenced by the source language(s), or by the language of the Gdansk Bible itself. 
Nonetheless, the typical modern use of zosta$ is clearly in evidence as well. 
                                                 
23 The form jest ‘is’ is the suppletive present tense form of the same lemma by$ ‘to be’ discussed above. 
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5.5 Summary and Evaluation 
In this chapter I have examined grammatical categories in isolation and in the context of 
adjacent tokens. It has been possible to detect the decline in the use of the active past 
participle in favor of finite past tense verbs (‘having done’ > ‘did’), the overall tendency 
to use genitives of proper nouns instead of congruent possessive adjectives (‘Davidian’ > 
‘David’s’) and the use of the copula verb zosta$ ‘to become’ with predicative perfective 
participles, which does not occur in the old text. In every case the corpora have also 
shown identical, unchanged forms for each of the examined constructions (in the latter 
case even more often than not), but the time of WMat’s authorship has inevitably left its 
Modern Polish marks on the text, despite its conservative nature.  
Methodologically, the results also show that non-lexical annotation information 
on the token level, such as part-of-speech, and on the syntagm level, such as congruence, 
can be used to discriminate target token populations in order to produce verse aligned 
concordances and find the most statistically significant correspondences between the 
corpora. A very positive aspect of this process is its relative open-endedness. Although 
the results given by a query are always dependent on the way it is formulated, the queries 
phrased in this chapter imposed relatively few constraints on the parallels they might 
have revealed. For example, the most significant correspondence of the label signifying 
an active past participle happens to be a finite verb, but it could have been any other label 
as far as the query’s formulation is concerned. The methods employed here are 
exploratory: the correspondence table between all possible stripped items can be 
examined, and significant matches can be studied further by refining queries to address 
different, possibly discriminating factors (e.g. adjacency to a passive participle in section 
5.4, and on an even finer level, the category of aspect within such adjacent bigrams). 
By examining runners-up, it is also possible to find the items that are in the 
closest competition in WMat for a grammatical slot as defined by the occurrence of a 
single category in parallel in GMat (as we have seen, usually between retention of the 
same, presumably more archaic construction found in GMat vs. a more modern 
alternative). This may not reveal all the different competitions which are in action in the 
language of WMat, since they may not correspond to categorical choices in GMat, but on 
the other hand, it allows a direct examination in parallel of what has happened to 
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constructions that do occur in the language of GMat (recall the difference between the 
frequency graphs in section 5.3 and the paired query results). 
While it is again difficult to quantitatively evaluate results in the absence of a 
formal gold standard of correspondences one expects to find, it is evident that the results 
presented in this chapter all correspond to actual historical processes in Polish as 
documented in traditional historical grammars. Whether or not these results are 
distributed in a representative way is impossible to answer without a contemporary 
Middle Polish reference corpus, though it is safe to say that the view of the Bible as a 
conservative text (cf. section 1.2) is probably justified in light of previous treatments of 
these phenomena, and one can expect that different texts might have shown much more 
progressive statistics in favor of the more modern alternatives described in this chapter. 
On the other hand, the fact that the more archaic constructions are often overridden in 
WMat is all the stronger evidence that they are going out of use, with the Bible 
representing one of their last bastions. It can also be expected that less frequent 
phenomena, as well as less clear cut correspondences, will not be demonstrable in the 
small corpus used in this study: especially syntactic phenomena notoriously often require 
a very large corpus to substantiate.  
Finally, with regard to the limitations of the tools used in this chapter, it is clear 
that the querying possibilities of a flat, unchunked corpus are very limiting for the study 
of complex syntagms. Just as non copula-adjacent passive predications had to be given up 
in section 5.4, so are longer n-grams and of course discontinuous, or variable length 
constructions very difficult or impossible to capture with these techniques. Also, the SQL 
infrastructure, which perhaps surprisingly suffices for all the studies conducted in this 
work, is at its very limit when syntagms and their internal relations come into play. Some 
thoughts on discontinuous and hierarchical data within the parallel concordance 
methodology presented so far will be given in chapter 6 for future study. 
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6 Conclusion and Outlook 
In this study I have explored the uses of a parallel diachronic corpus for the extraction of 
changes forming part of the historical grammar of the Polish language, or more narrowly, 
of the Polish language as it is expressed within the genre or sublanguage of biblical 
scripture, in the last four centuries. The examined areas have encompassed some of the 
central points of historical change, including changes in inflectional morphology, word 
formation and vocabulary, as well as the use of different grammatical categories on a 
single- and multi-token level. While only certain facets of each area could be studied in 
the scope of this work, it is highly likely that the same techniques used here could be 
extended to cover changes in adjectival, pronominal or verbal morphology, as well as 
nominal lexis and a variety of other phenomena involving grammatical categories and 
changes in syntax (the latter subject to some limitations which will be taken up below). 
 The results of the investigations that were carried out show that although biblical 
language is rather conservative quantitatively, especially in so far as the constancy of 
lexis can be judged from the high proportion of identical or partly identical lemma pairs 
found in chapter 4, most changes described in traditional historical grammars can 
probably be found, at least qualitatively, by comparing the two diachronically disparate 
Bible texts automatically. In other words, while there is always a substantial overlap 
component in each area (forms with the same suffixes, lemmas, and constructions), 
differences between the language stages are bound to crop up – otherwise the texts could 
not be said to belong to these language stages – and these can be found using the 
techniques outlined in this work. The added value of using these methods goes beyond 
the facilitation of a manual search for phenomena which are already known, but extends 
to a reproducible, data-based, and most importantly quantitative account of these 
phenomena, descriptions of which may otherwise often be restricted to qualitative 
statements that may be subjective to a greater extent. 
Absent from this study is an account of the historical phonology of Middle and 
Modern Polish, which was made impossible by the normalized orthography used in the 
edition of the older text that has been used here. It is not implausible that this area could 
also be studied successfully using automatic parallel corpus-based techniques, in 
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particular taking advantage of the fruits of existing research on automatic cognate 
identification (see e.g. Bergsma and Kondrak, 2007). Given a function determining 
cognate status to filter out non-cognates from a parallel concordance of non-normalized 
pairs, it is conceivable that micro-correlations on a character- (or ideally phoneme-)based 
level could be used to extract sound change correspondences, and even their conditioning 
environments. 
The methods used in this work can be divided into two major types: the first, 
exploiting the extremely comparable contents of the parallel corpus, examines the 
unpaired binary occurrence or non-occurrence of identical and minimally different tokens 
between the corpora, and their discrete quantifiable distributions, as illustrated by the 
study of inflectional morphology in chapter 3. This type of approach is especially suitable 
for very well attested phenomena, where minor stylistically or otherwise determined but 
non-systematic differences in distribution are not expected to adversely skew results, and 
it can be reasonably assumed that almost any change that has taken place will be in 
evidence in the data. The lack of differences between the corpora with respect to subject 
matter, register or genre, thanks to the parallel text, ensures that observable effects in the 
distributional relationships of categories are mainly due to diachronic factors. The 
completeness of the coverage of morphological change using this technique is therefore 
owing to the fact that the categories are very frequent, and the highly comparable corpora 
are conducive to instances of minimal token pairs with only the changed properties 
mismatching. 
The second type of method harnesses the parallel alignment of the corpora to 
extract consistent correspondences between particular items. This technique, which can 
operate unsupervised on any annotation layer or layers, outputs a ranked concordance of 
the correspondences for each item, which can be refined to target specific items or types 
of items by applying annotation criteria to filter them, as well as criteria computed from 
the concordance itself, such as correlation measures (MI3 or similar measures) and string 
manipulation functions on either each one of the items (as in SoundEx-like phonetic 
reduction functions) or both (as in Levenshtein distance). In essence, any categorical 
distinction whose occurrence or non-occurrence can be operationalized to produce a 
concordance of the items showing this category and its respective values, alongside the 
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parallel identifiers of the segments where they occur, can be correlated automatically 
across corpora. The question is only how to phrase the queries to retrieve exactly the 
items we are interested in. The truism thus holds that the corpus can and will yield more 
or less exactly what is annotated in it, but the parallel extraction will allow this to be done 
quickly, effortlessly, and possibly using much less data, as the small size of this corpus 
suggests.  
Especially this last point is important for the feasibility of using parallel corpora 
for historical linguistics: it is precisely in historical linguistics that one is interested in 
making the most of smaller corpora, and although Bible data is far from optimal, this case 
study has hopefully shown that even this text inevitably contains diachronically 
significant variation, as attested by the corpus-based results matching traditional 
descriptions, which are based on the entire historical corpus of Polish. However the 
added value of the corpus driven approach is twofold: it allows a less biased, more open-
ended mode of research, where the researcher truly does not know what results he or she 
will find, and it delivers quantifiable data of the sort which is impossible to gather 
otherwise. And while the relevance of a linguistic statement on, for example, the amount 
of retained or altered verbal lemmas between two diachronically disparate texts is 
debatable with regard to the state of affairs in the so-called ‘general language’, it is 
nevertheless operationalizable, and as such of interest at least as a case study. For 
instance, the relative readability of the Gdansk Bible for a Modern Polish reader could be 
assessed and accounted for in this way, or compared across different parts of the text (e.g. 
New vs. Old Testament) or with other texts. 
As for future work within this paradigm, there are many open questions and some 
exciting prospects. The most burning issue for the data already gathered is its relationship 
with the ‘general language’. Despite the great potential of parallel corpora, their 
comparatively small size, and in the diachronic case often their exclusively religious 
language (though the latter problem extends beyond parallel corpora in historical 
linguistics), limit them to a small sublanguage. At the same time, it is very clear that even 
some of the variation identified between the corpora in this work is entirely due to 
stylistic or even completely coincidental variation, e.g. the selection of freely alternating 
default prefixes in spyta$ vs. zapyta$ ‘to ask’. On the other hand, other differences are 
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very clearly diachronically motivated, as in the case of more or less archaic lemmas, 
which have in many cases completely gone out of use, or even more so in the categorical, 
sweeping replacement of an inflectional suffix. The limited parallel corpus is incapable of 
distinguishing the various factors responsible for distinct types of differences such as 
stylistic variation, diatopic influences and, quite possibly, the peculiarities of translated 
text. An empirical evaluation and further categorization of these cases can only be 
achieved using more corpus data. On the one hand, larger, heterogeneous, and non-
parallel (but ideally comparable) monolingual diachronic corpora should be used in order 
to determine the changes in the overall frequencies of the items in question, and on the 
other hand, multiple contemporary versions of the same parallel texts could be used to 
filter out stylistic and other non-diachronic kinds of variation. In the case of the Bible it is 
especially feasible to compare multiple translations, thereby also creating a better 
temporal resolution, and gaining the ability to dismiss differences that contrast with fewer 
texts or only one, and accept those differences that are common to multiple 
contemporaneous corpora as truly attributable to the diachronic dimension. This is a 
difficult and resource consuming task, but in historical linguistics it has no alternatives, 
since non corpus-based approaches cannot be assigned the validity that they have for 
living languages. At the same time, the emergence of more complete national language 
historical corpora makes it not unimaginable that the sum total of e.g. old Bible 
translations will become available in an electronic, annotated format for many languages. 
These, in conjunction with the techniques explored here and others, could be used to 
create data-based, fine grained historical lexica, supplying for example on-line 
dictionaries with quantifiable distributional and correspondence information which could 
then be visualized to illustrate and compare the development of different items. 
The other main point requiring attention is the further development of parallel 
corpus-based techniques for historical purposes. Here there is much to be said for 
employing more recent techniques developed for machine translation and parallel 
terminology extraction, such as example-based machine translation (EBMT, see Somers, 
1999 and to appear, and Cicekli and Güvenir, 2001 among many others). This direction 
of techniques allows the automatic acquisition of ‘translation templates’ with variable 
components from a parallel corpus, creating a concordance of possibly discontinuous 
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constructions with empty slots, which would be highly valuable for the study of syntactic 
correspondences. The study of discontinuous and hierarchical constructions is in general 
a major challenge for the approach laid out here, as it is also, not surprisingly, for 
machine translation and related fields. Some easier headway can likely be achieved using 
chunking and a subsequent parallel alignment of chunks representing phrase structure. 
Patterns of chunks can then be matched to investigate more complex constructions, such 
as argument structures. A further level of sophistication could be reached by correlating 
explicitly tagged nodes in a syntactically parsed corpus, though here the syntactic 
knowledge required to parse, either automatically or manually, already adds a substantial 
further dimension of theory-dependent interpretation which may possibly reduce the 
open-endedness of this approach. The scarce availability of parsed historical corpora is 
also an obstacle to such endeavors. On the other hand, it might be possible to address 
both these difficulties by inducing parallel syntactic structures from a raw parallel corpus, 
or else using a partially annotated seed corpus, by applying a bootstrapping approach (see 
Kuhn, 2005).  
A final point of improvement already mentioned in chapter 4 would be the use of 
semantic sense annotation, on either a manual or context-based (semi-)automatic basis, 
which would allow the distinction of multiple developments for the same orthographic 
item. Using further parallel texts in more distant languages could also be used to 
distinguish senses for this purpose (cf. Resnik and Yarowsky, 2000 and Dyvik, 2002), 
which in the case of the Bible text is especially feasible. Sense annotation might even be 
helpful already for the study of inflectional morphology: semantic tagging could 
distinguish such expressions as wyj"$ za m&! ‘marry (a man)’, with the fossilized ancient 
accusative of the word for ‘husband’ (cf. section 3.2), from other uses of this word on the 
basis of either monolingual context or different translations, though arguably this sense 
difference should perhaps be resolved already at the level of tokenization, where the 
phrase could form a multi-word unit. 
In conclusion, I hope to have shown that many elements of change in historical 
grammar and lexis can be identified automatically or semi-automatically using a parallel 
diachronic corpus, which should ideally be at least lemmatized, though grammatical and 
morphological suffix annotation have both proven to be valuable here. The techniques 
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which are needed in order to extract the relevant correspondences between texts in 
different language stages are already known from computational linguistics and can be 
adapted for this purpose with relative ease. Their implementation too has been shown to 
be achievable, for a flat corpus, using little more than SQL and some basic string 
comparison and editing functions to interpret and classify results. The power behind these 
techniques lies in the excellent comparability and alignment of the parallel text, which 
makes it possible to illuminate differences using minimal pairs and to know not just how 
frequent a phenomenon is or was in each language stage, but also more precisely what is 
replacing what and to what extent. 
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Appendix A – List of Abbreviations 
The following abbreviations are used especially in the glosses of examples, and 
occasionally elsewhere. For convenience and to save space, in some cases a gloss gives a 
literal translation instead of a categorical coding, where the latter is not relevant, e.g. sent 
(and not necessarily send-PAST), or else both a literal translation and coding, e.g. 
married-PASS-PFV (and not marry-PASS-PFV). For more on part-of-speech tags see 
section 2.4. 
 
1 – first person 
2 – second person 
3 – third person 
ACC – accusative case 
AUX – auxiliary verb 
DAT – dative case 
EMPH – emphatic particle 
F – feminine gender 
FREQ – frequentative verb 
GEN – genitive case 
IMPFV – imperfective 
INST – instrumental case 
LOC – locative case 
M – masculine gender 
MA – masculine animate gender 
MI – masculine impersonal gender 
MP – masculine personal gender 
N – neuter gender 
NOM – nominative case 
nV – non virile plural (agreeing with a plural without masculine personal gender) 
PARTPF – perfect participle 
PASS – passive 
PAST – past tense 
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PFV – perfective 
PL – plural 
POS – part-of-speech 
PPA – active past participle 
PREP – preposition 
PRES – present tense 
REFL – reflexive pronoun 
SG – singular 
V – virile plural (agreeing with plural containing a masculine personal gender) 
VFIN – finite verb (including past tense, originally participle based forms) 
VOC – vocative case 
VT – transitive verb 
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Appendix B – the agr Function 
The following function, which is based on MSSQL string functions, receives two 
annotated tokens GA and GB as arguments and returns either the string "agr" if the 
tokens are congruent, or the empty string if they are not. 
 
iif
(
(
(left(GA.pos,1) = "S") and
(
((instr(GB.pos,"Adj")>0) or (instr(GB.pos,"Pro")>0) 
or (instr(GB.pos,"Part")>0) and not (GA.pos = 
"VPartPastAct"))
and
GA.case=GB.case
and
(
GA.gend=GB.gend
or
(
(GA.gend="MP" and GB.gend="M") and 
(GA.num=GB.num)
    ) 
or
(
 GA.num = "pl" and GB.num="pl" and 
 ( 
  (GA.gend="MP" and GB.gend="V") or 
  ( 
(GA.gend="MI" or GA.gend="F" 
or GA.gend="N" or 
GA.gend="MA")
      and 
       (GB.gend="nV") 
      ) 
 ) 
)
   ) 
)
)
  or  
(
(left(GB.pos,1) = "S") and
(
((instr(GA.pos,"Adj")>0) or (instr(GA.pos,"Pro")>0) 
or (instr(GA.pos,"Part")>0) and not (GA.pos = 
"VPartPastAct"))
and
GB.case=GA.case
and
(
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GB.gend=GA.gend
or
(
(GB.gend="MP" and GA.gend="M") and 
(GB.num=GA.num)
    ) 
or
(
 GB.num = "pl" and GA.num="pl" and 
 ( 
  (GB.gend="MP" and GA.gend="V") or 
  ( 
(GB.gend="MI" or GB.gend="F" 
or GB.gend="N" or 
GB.gend="MA")
      and 
       (GA.gend="nV") 
      ) 
 ) 
)
   ) 
)
)
or
(
 ( 
(GA.pos = "VFin" and GA.pers=3 and GA.num=GB.num and 
GB.case="nom")
and
(
(GA.gend=GB.gend)
or
(GA.gend="M" and left(GB.gend,1)="M") 
or
(
(GA.num="pl" and GB.num="pl")
and
(
(
GA.gend="nV"
and
(
GB.gend="F" or 
GB.gend="N" or 
GB.gend="MI" or 
GB.gend="MA"
       ) 
      ) 
      or 
(
GA.gend="V"
and
(
GB.gend="MP"
       ) 
      ) 
     ) 
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    ) 
or
(isnull(GA.gend))
   ) 
  ) 
  or 
(
(GB.pos = "VFin" and GB.pers=3 and GB.num=GA.num and 
GA.case="nom")
and
(
(GB.gend=GA.gend)
or
(GB.gend="M" and left(GA.gend,1)="M") 
or
(
(GB.num="pl" and GA.num="pl")
and
(
(
GB.gend="nV"
and
(
GA.gend="F" or 
GA.gend="N" or 
GA.gend="MI" or 
GA.gend="MA"
       ) 
      ) 
      or 
(
GB.gend="V"
and
(
GA.gend="MP"
       ) 
      ) 
     ) 
    ) 
or
(isnull(GB.gend))
   ) 
  ) 
)
,"agr",""
)
 
